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Laws of mechanics 6 I INTRODUCTION

A static motionless object (City) 7 Order is the first law in heaven. It is on this basis that natural phenomena exist in
the environment in the pattern that gives a notion that .th~y are consci?usly
arranged in an harmonious form. Humans evolved within the ecologically
balanced environment to restructure their space for living and other activit!es.
The coming together of two or more people eventually led to a settlement, Whl?h,
over time, metamorphosed into rural and then urban and later into city. The first
sets of cities that emerged when urbanisation began around 4000 BC in the Nile
Valley, in the region ofTigris and Euphrates river during the bronze Age, including
those that emerged in the Medieval, Renaissance, and Baroque Periods (500 to
11500 AD), as well as those we may characterize as modern industrial cities
emerging around 1760, have certain features in common: an order of location of
land uses, physical development, social, economic and political forms (Catanase
and Synder, 1988). These features may be regarded as the beginning of
planning.

Motion in Constant Speed 8

Stable Accelerated Motion of Object (City) 8 .)))
b Unstable Accelerated Motion of Object (City) 8

Female Reproductive System 12

Vertical Motion of the City-Lagos 23

Horizontal Motion of Cities Ibadan:
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Pbysical Planning in essence is an orderly arrangement of functional sectors of
environment including land uses, public infrastructure, transportation, housing,
economic activities, recreation spots and technology. It is concerned with
functional relationship among the various land uses with a view of ensuring that
services are available and accessible to all conveniently and efficiently. Planning
is thus an art and science of making choices among options in the present and
future development and securing their implications, subject to allocation of
necessary resources (Roberts, 1980). It is also a process of initiation,
establishing, weighing and reconciling different views, about development
activities, the demand and supply of land, and the use of land in the best interest
of the people within their context.

ity planning is beyond simply studying, understanding and explaining urban and
rural land use and related activities (as part of Geography, Sociology and others),
to incorporate understanding of the forces of demand and supply of the land uses
and seeking to influence, change and control the land using activities (Robert,
1986: 11) particularly population, employment, housing, shopping, leisure,
transport, learning and information. Thus, planning is about facts, inputs and
decision-making and in this context the planner is a listener, researcher and a
decision maker.

Horizontal Motion of Cities Lagos:
1850-2002 28
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process involving coordination ?f development eff~rt~. an? solving and resolving
the development problems ansmq .from.hu~an activities In order to put the right
activity in the right place and at the nght time In the most cost effective manner'.

r Vice-Chancellor Sir, when on th~ 3'd of January ~983 I joined th~ Department
~ Geography, Oqun State University (now Olabisi Onabanjo University) as a
o duate assistant, and a foundation member of staff. it was the commencement
g~~he fulfilment of a long-cherished dream and ambition. As far back as 1977
~hen I was being prepared for my Advanced L~vel exams, I had been nursing a
surreptitiouS ambition to become an academic. I had been fascinated by the
lifestyles of the academics of the day: they had not been extravagant, vulgar or
materialistic. They were simply or even casually dressed. But no observer could
miss their sense of devotion to duty, to their students, and to the nation; and it
would seem that they had all the solutions to the problems plaguing the nation.
They indeed lived in a world of their own. Above a", they seemed highly
contented.

In a way, planning is ~ ma~~gement process involving the basic eleme~t.s. of
public administration since It Involves government control of land use actlvities
and the process leading to them. Planning is also a continuous and flexible
activity with strong emphasis on regulations and policies, rather than mere two-
dimensional plans alone. It involves a process of setting goals and objectives, of
plan and its alternative formulation, plan evaluation, implementation, monitoring
and feedback. Patton and Reed (1988: iii) contend that city physical planning is a \))
discipline that is concerned with the forces that influence the quality of life from
the neighbourhood to the region, state and nation, using systematic and creative
approach to address and resolve social, physical and economic problems of the
centres and larger regions. Similarly, Adeniji (1984) and Oyesiku, (1992; 1998c)
independently argue that urban and regional planning is a decision making
activity concerned with growth, development and management of the
environment according to predetermined policies and requlations through
scientific approaches.
The settings of cities are different, as are the nature of the problems and the
characteristics of the stakeholders and groups. As such contemporary concern
of city planning has, thus, moved from the traditional approaches that are based
on comprehensiveness, structural, systematic, and advocacy planning to
strategic management planning. This is based on the notion that good planning is
more of an art than a science as it depends on reliable assessment and careful
implementation of plans and programmes based on the uniqueness of a
particular situation (Norris and Poulton, 1991).

I had developed a deep interest in knowledge and scholarship; thanks to the
inspiration I received from the teachers I had been privileged to have contacts
with at various levels of educational pursuit. The interest had graduated into a
passion and the passion had eventually metamorphosed into an obsession. This
accounted mainly for why I had pursued my studies at the university level with
such vigour and passion. You could then imagine how painfully disappointed I
was when I narrowly missed a First Class. Yes, my failure to "clinch" First Class
was painful, but not fatal to the pursuit of my life ambition. Accordingly, I
registered for my Masters Degree programme. I shall return to this shortly.

But how did I become an urban transport and development planner? How did the
trained Geographer come to have interest in City Planning, Transport and
Development Studies? My earliest interest in the built environment had been
kindled by one Mr. Adelakun (also known as "OPA") an articulate, well-dressed
and polished teacher who introduced me to Geography at the secondary school
on the hill, Baptist Boys' High School, Abeokuta.Against the foregoing, it could be said that city planning as a discipline and

subject is dynamic. This is true considering the pattern of city planning from when
urbanisation began during the ancient times till this century, based on physical i)
buildings and parks, economy, political and social forms. Perhaps from the ages,
the most fundamental aspect of cities that mostly describes their patterns is
transportation imposed by the regular street patterns. Transportation was the key
to industrial revolution and therefore formed the. focus of the urban design
concept pioneered by Reformist Movements led by Robert Owen in England and
Garden City Movement by Ebenezer Howard. City transportation has since
remained an important aspect of urban design and planning till the early 1980's
when Ijoined the planners of the developing countries.

I recall, however, that I was more concerned with a beautiful university
environment rather than what to study. So I was admitted into the University of
Ibadan, in 1977 to study Science, and my intention was to specialize in
Chemistry, Geology or Statistics. This means that I was up to that time, a
Physical Science student. But a change in my intellectual focus and orientation
occurred in 1978 with my contact with a revered professor of Geography,
Professor M.O. Filani. The course he taught was Spatial Organ.isation .'t w~s
Professor Filani who had the good fortune of drawing out an Interest initia y
created by Mr. Adelakun. These appeared to be divinely ordered developments
This was how I veered into Geography.• 24TH INAUGURAL lECTURE 3• 2 24TH INAUGURAL lECTURE• •
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Having obtained a degree in Geog.raphy, I de~ided to do a .Masters degree, not in

.: Geography but in ~rban and Regional Plannln~. Two. major reasons ~ccounted
for this decision. First, I wanted to be a professional like most of my friends who
had studied Engineering, Law and Accounting. Second, I was fascinated, even
sometimes disturbed by the nature and pattern of growth I had noticed in Lagos,
Ibadan, Abeokuta, Kaduna and Sokoto, five major cities in Nigeria. In the case of
Lagos, the contrast between the Lagos Island where I lived and Ikoyi and Victoria
Island which I often visited could not be ignored; nor could anybody fail to notice
the disparity in growth pattern between those well-ordered places on the one
hand and Ajegunle and Surulere on the other. The University of Ibadan offered a ~)
curiously fascinating pattern of contrasts as well. Within the university one could' I
not but notice the well-ordered, beautifully lawned Senior Staff Quarters in
contrast to the chaotic pattern of development at Abadina. Equally fascinating
was the contrast between the university community on the one hand and
Ag bowo , a community of confused pattern of development just across the road.
The contrasts did not end there: Bodija, an elite community stood in sharp
contrast to Agbowo. The contrasts, became particularly striking when one noticed
that Agbowo seemed to be sandwiched between two carefully and beautifully laid
out communities of the university and Bodija.

Though I have profound interest in the nature and pattern of growth, I had equally
found myself reflecting on the ease and difficulties with which people moved
within Lagos Island, Ikoyi and Victoria Island in those days. I refer to the 60's and
70's when I could ride 10kms on a bicycle in Lagos (although my mother always
flogged me for doing so). As I deliver this lecture I am aware that people go
through tremendous hassle and pressure as they move from one part of our cities
to others "shuffering and shmiling", in Fela's language.

In terms of mobility and accessibility, European cities provide sharp contrast to
those in Africa and Nigeria in paliicular. These factors drew me inevitably to the
study of transportation in cities. The quest to understand the role of mobility in the
survival of individuals and the cities we live in has taken me to over 300 major
cities of the world in 47 different countries within the past 12 years. So much for
my decision to specialize in planning.

Mr. Vice Chancellor, Sir, when I began to plan this lecture three years ago many
topics crowded my mind including City Planning, Management and
Administration, Quantitative Techniques, Research Methodology. Initially, I had
preferred the topic on Quantitative Techniques in Social and Management

• 24TH INAUGURAL LECTURE • 4

. nees. If that w~re the topic for the lecture tod~y, I wo~ld be through in twenty
S~le tes or so and with no applause. But one thing IS certain; you would leave this
~~~':"ore puzzled and confused than you came in.

li avoid that problem, I have persuaded myse.lf to jettison that idea and opt for the
~esent topic, "fr~m Womb to To~b", a ~Itle sug.gesting that humans are

~erpetuallY in motion, from conception .. until they bl~ far~well to this plane of
existenCe The lecture coul? have, .as Its alternative title, the Dialectics of City
survival through Transportation" or Simply "Cities in Motion".

The task before me today is not only to present reports of my research efforts so
far on the subject area but also to possibly chart a new course for the
development of the discipline in the years ahead. The lecture focuses on the
humans within the city as they move around in the course of living and survival.
My thesis is that transportation is an indispensable factor of human existence,
development and civilization. Man, nations, regions and the world will be
severely limited in their development without an environment that is congenial
and one key factor in this regard is transportation.

This lecture is divided into eight sections. After this introductory remark, the next
section attempts a brief explanation on the concept of motion and cities, and a
brief discussion on development and city growth in Nigeria. Section three focuses
on the relationship between movement (transportation) and the evolution of
cities. In section four an attempt is made to show the relationship between non-
physical movement (telecommunications) and physical movement
(transportation) and their influence on city development. This is quickly followed
in section five by a discussion of motions within motions that is a consideration of
other side of cities in motion. Section six examines government response to the
major transport issues in the country. The challenges ahead are highlighted
under section seven, while section eight gives a brief conclusion of the lecture.

11. CONCEPTS OF MOTION AND OF CITIES

The word "motion" evokes different meanings, senses and concepts according to
~sage. Indeed the Webster (1996) dictionary states that "it is an act, process or
Instance of changing place". The most relevant aspect to nature in this definition
is that motion is an act or instance of moving the body or its parts, which could be a
meaningful change in the position of the body in form of a gesture or the manner
in which the body moves or the movement or action of a device. The most

5• •24TH INAUGURAL LECTURE



important derivative of dictionary exposition of motion is that. it is a movement of a
part of a body or the body itself that involves changing of position or a place.
Moving away from the literal meaning to a more scientific expression of motion
one can rely on the work of tsaac Newton (1642 -1727) on the Laws of Motion
which helps to explain the frameworks of classical mechanics The classica'l
mechanics stresses that the concept of motion of a body is important when
considering force within the context of: (i) a force; (ii) the Mass and (iii) the

properties or peculiar situation of the body.

energy).The electromagnetic force which includes the basic electric and
magnetic interactions and is responsible for the binding of atoms and

the structure of solids;
The weak nuclear force, which causes certain radioactive decay
processes and certain reactions among the most fundamental

particles.
The strong force, which operates among the fundamental particles
and is responsible for binding the nucleus together.

We need not go into further details of the Mathematical exposition of the Laws of
Motion and forces, but let us go further to I09k at the types of motion that will allow
us to understand why cities are .on the move. There are four types of motion

known in physics at the elementary level.

(ii)

(iii)

(iV)

The force as used in this context refers to the PUSH and PULL factors, which are
defined in terms of the acceleration experienced by a particular body. The ~~~
assignment of mass (weight) to a particular body helps to understand the fact that
different localities or different bodies experience different acceleration even
within the same geographic area. Thus, the property of the body goes a long way
to give a better explanation as well as the calculation of the forces responsible for
the movement of the body in general. The concept of force in relation to motion
as it appears in the laws of motion simply tells us what acceleration a given body
will experience under the action of a given force. The law of force itself tells us
how to calculate the force that will act on a given body in a given environment.
Thus the Law of Motion and that of Force constitute the Laws of Mechanics that
literally translate to movement as shown in Fig. 1. A force acting on a body and
forcing it to accelerate activates an environment. Both Galileo and Newton
helped to solve the difficulties in understanding motion and its causes, which was

a central theme of natural philosophy.

(I) No motion at all. This is a state in which no force is acting on a body and
therefore becomes stagnant. Here there is no element of frictional force. Here
the city concerned maintains the original state i.e. either backward or forward
movement of the city does not occur; thus stagnation sets in. The city occupies
the position at the coordinate Aat all times. It should be noted that the city cannot
move or develop since there is no element of frictional forces but its inability to
move is underlain by certain economic, political and social phenomena.

-7

CITYA

Ql __ ----------------t
Fig. 1: LAWS OF MECHANICS

FORCE \---'7 BODY ...\--7
ACCELERATION

.......... ••• H ••• •·••••• ••.•••••••••.••••••••

PUSH
& CITIES

MOVEMENT IN EITHER

PULL
VERTICAL DIRECTION

FACTORS
OR

HORIZONTAL
DIRECTION

»)
Fig 2: A Static Motionless Object (City)

The effect of forces on a body could be further understood by the examination of
the underlying causes of forces in the environment through detailed
understanding of microscopic interactions of objects with their environment.
Four main forces were used to explain this situation (Resnick, Halliday and

Krane, 1992):(I) The gravitational force, which originates with the presence of matter
(or, more in line with the general theory of relativity, matter and

•• tmiIRSi@ii;H4!SiiWW. 6

(ii) Motion at Constant Speed: The rate of motion of a city can be
described by its velocity considering motion in one dimension. Thus, the velocity
of a city can be either positive, if that particular city is moving in the direction 01
Increasing. x (Fig. 3), or in negative if the city is experiencing a se~,back ~,r
retrogressing. The rate of motion of a city can also be measured by Its speed
Speed, as used in this context refers to the magn itude of the velocity o!the city7'n

• 24TH INAUGURAL lECTURE •



this situation (motion at constant speed) the graph plotting position against time is
a straight line with a constant slope. Thus, using calculus, the slope of any
function tells us about its rate of change; here the rate of change of the position is
the velocity and the higher the slope of the graph, the greater the velocity. We
shall have to answer the question later: are our cities in a motion of constant
speed?

P
olitical. social, and economic instability of the city development

The . t'characterised this mo Ion.

'v Accelerating and Braking motion: The commonest example of this type of
~~tion is a car that starts from restand accelerates to a certain speed and until it
meets a hold-up and stops or slows down only to move later.

What type of motion best describes our cities?
The four types of motion just discussed only identify the forces at work when
objects in any natural environment interact. The basis of interaction itself is best
explained by the first of these main forces-gravitation. It would mterestyou to note
that this is the basis of the cities being in the process of constant acceleration. Let
us dwell a little longer on the concept of gravitation.

x x (t) = A + Bt,

~~~
A

Slope = B

oi t

Fig. 3. Motion in Constant Speed
(iii) Accelerated Motion: In this case the speed of city development is
changing (acceleration being defined as the rate of change of velocity). Thus the
slope must change. These graphs In Fig 4 are curves rather than straight lines.

Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir, my distinquished audience, the gravity model expression
of the Newton's law of gravitation explains somewhat why motion takes place jn
cities (as in any environment) and the basis of spatial interaction thereof. The law
states that the force of interaction (or simply interaction) between two bodies (or
places) is directly proportional to the product of the weight (masses of the bodies
or places) and inversely proportional to the square of the distance (or impedance
of movement) between them as in equation:x

a

F = the attractive forces that each body exerts on the other
M" M2= the mass or size or other characteristics of the two bodies

02= the distance or measure of impedance that separates them
K = a constant, which is the pull or force of gravity.

F= KM, M2
02 (eqn.1)

where

o

Fig 4a: Stable Accelerated Motion of Object (City)
~)

+A

Xi-j = the level of interaction between i and j.

o

When it comes to movement proper, equation 1 becomes.
Xi-j= KOi OJ

Ai-j" ,. (eqn. 2)

-A
Where:

Fig. 4b: Unstable Accelerated Motion of Object (City)

9• 24TH INAUGURAL LECTURE • 8 24TH INAUGURAL LECTURE ••



Oi and Dj = the population or other characteristics of places i and j in a city.
Ai-j = the impedance of travel or interaction between i and j.
a= the exponential function. That takes a true value between 1.5 and 3.0, but the
Newtonian value of2.0 is often taken.
K = scaling factor or a constant of proportionality. Its value is empirically
determined using equation 3:

.n m
.............. (eqn. 3)

_ VV+1:"'(')(Oi-1:Xij)+1:"j(2)(Dj-1:Xij)+ J.1(~-1:1:XijA.ij)---------(4)
L-In , J j , ij

.where: Si(1), Sj(2) and J.1are the Lagrangian multipliers associated with

equations 1 and 2.

Therefore, the maximisation of equations 1 and 2are as represented in equation
5 and 6 (see Openshaw and Schuidt, 1997) thus

ExP (-Si('))= Oi [Lj exp(-oj(2)-j..lAijr'~------(5)
Exp (-Ol2)) = Dj [1:jexp( -oi(')-J.1Aijr'-------(6)

K=L LXi j
j=1j=1 .
.n m
1: L Oi -j/A..i-j'

.i =1j =1
EqI TLiZ9ii'rlpfy means that the extent of interaction between two places or
ptaces iiTgeneral defined as i and j is directly proportional to the magnitude of
attracting forces or producing activities in zone i (or characteristics of zone i) and
the attractiveness of zone j and inversely proportional to the factors of impedance
or friction of distance Ai - j between them (be it cost, time safety, comfort etc).

The gravity model as simply presented has been criticised on many
grounds. For instance Openshaw (1976), Lee (1973), Ayeni (1979; 1994) and
Oyesiku (1995c) observed that the gravity model is inconsistent its predictions in
relation to the extent and level of interactions. For example, when Oi and Dj
double the interaction quadruples rather than doubles. The failure of the gravity
model to explain why and how interaction takes place provides the grounds for
entropy maximisation variant.

The entropy maximisation gravitational operatives are derived from the
concept of entropy in thermodynamics or statistical mechanics and partially from
information theory in communication engineering. It simply means that "a natural
process which starts in one equilibrium state and ends in another will go in the
direction that causes the entropy of the systems to increase" (Clark and Avery,
1978). For the purpose of this lecture, city spatial interaction analysis is what the
entropy maximisation attempts to achieve, a step first taken by Wilson (1970).
Thus, the interaction Xij may be estimated. The matrix (Xij) has the greatest
number of states and maximised subject to the constraints based on the
procedure of calculus using undetermined coefficients of the Lagrangian L
defined as:

\~

Mr Vice-Chancellor Sir, distinguished ladies and gentlemen, the importance of
this discussion is to strengthen the argument for more understanding of how
interaction occurs in cities, which had moved from basic analogies of the
Newtonian physics to statistical derivation. This derivation still remains the best
approach to spatial interaction in city systems and analytical methods of
transportation problems in cities.

J»)

(a) Motion and Origin of Life
Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir, my distinguished audience, from the discussion in the
preceding paragraphs we know that motion is about movement as a result of
force acting on the body in a particular situation. This perhaps is a physical
principle, which can also be examined from "nature". Nature in the context of the
subject matter requires us to consider cities as living entities. That is, a city is a
living body. We can relate the natural aspect of motion to a city as a living entity.
This brings us to why cities are in motion, but more importantly why the units
(people) in the cities are also in motion and this invariably would take us to even
the origin of life. How do we come to where we are?

From Biology, human being comes into life as a result of the fusion of the female
embryo with the male semen. The female embryo, that is the female egg or ovule
moves from the ovary to the womb via the fallopian tube waiting for conception.
The male sperm moves from the testis passing through the dots and gets into the
woman's womb through the virginal dot (see Fig. 5 on Reproductive organ). The
synthesis of this reaction in the production of life can simply be descnbed by the
concept of motion just explained. That is the ovule gets to the womb vlat

a
, hi ·tdown 0

transport channel (fallopian tube) through a process of a force pus Ing I h
the womb. Similarly, the male sperm also by motion, passes throug a

• 10
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transportation channel to meet the ovule in a natur.al environment referred to as
the womb, again, through the process of motion. The point to understand here is
that the passage of the movement of these two important bodies propelled by
natural force is naturally referred to as a Transport Channel.-The blockage of any
of these channels will frustrate the formation of life. Therefore, passage of
transport is fundamental to the origin of life and the survival of bodies that form

life.

We can go further to understand the impact of motion on development of formed
foetus created by the process of movement Virtually, the essential of the survival
of the foetus in the womb is depe~dent on the umbilical cord with which the foetus \)),
moves around in the womb enVlfonment Again the blockage of the umbilical J

cord or malfunctioning of either the umbilical cord or the environment of the womb
can lead to stillbirth or a complete stand still in the growth of the foetus and
eventual termination of life of unborn or a defective baby.

A healthy born child grows and develops by functionally efficient blood circulation
system"amongst others. The circulation of the blood is nothing but movement of
the vital fluid from one part to the other. The blood vessels are the transport
channels, the blockage of which would definitely lead to the individual being sick,
distressed or totally dead.

2: Sperm fertilising the ovum
Cells from
which the
membrane
sand
placenta
develop

12

~l\

The import of the last few paragraphs is that biologically, our coming into life is
through the process of motion and our survival is also through the process of
motion. However, an individuql must engage in certain activities to remain
healthy. In addition, that individual must also replenish weak parts of the body
thrOugh the process of working, leisure, rest and so on and so forth which takes
place in the natural environment called the city.

'0 Vagina

Cells from which
the baby develops

Mr. Vice Chancellor, Sir, in a way, our coming into being is by movement, our initial
survival at birth depends on undisturbed flow (movement) of blood in our system
and how well the different parts ofthe body are functioning (in this case the city). A
well ordered body makes us function well. A malfunctioning body is disorderly
and therefore cannot be healthy. Our life, through the process of motion in an
orderly manner in the naturally planned environment, starts from the womb.

(b) Cities
Cities are known to have been in existence for several thousand years though
their sizes were relatively small. Indeed, the evolution of cities is synonymous to
the process of urbanization. Urbanization is a process of concentration of the
population in large numbers in an urban centre and transformation of the society
involving migration and economic changes. It is essentially a settlement process
in which a new set of settlement pattern emerges as a result of shift in sectoral
economy and changes in intra-sectoral composition of the economy. The main
characteristic of the settlement pattern is spatial concentration (Knox and
Agnew, 1994). Thus emergence and growth of cities are related to the pattern and
trend of the world urbanization. The trend in the growth of cities can be explained
through an examination of the world population.

The population of the world first estimated in 1650 to be about 500million
people, rose to 1.1billion in 1850 and 2.5billion in 1950. Between 1950 and 19'80,
the population increased to 4.5 billion and there were 6.25 billion people by the
turn of the beginning of the last century. What is remarkable about-the world
population growth is that, between 1650 and 1850, the world population doubled.
However, it took the same trend between 1950 and 1990. That is, while it took
200 years for the population ofthe world to rise from 500million to t.tbtltion, it took
just 40years to achieve the same rate of growth within the half-of the last
century.(Table 1)(Oyesiku, in press).

Fig 5. Female Reproductive System
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Table l' Observed and projected World population (OOO's) . 1990. Another interesting trend to note is that. while the urban population
In f b d si. W Id More Developed Less Developed rowth in te~ms 0 num er an size In the developed countries of Europe and

or . ~orth American r.ose to ~bout 77 percent level of urbanization, that of theCountries Countries

Total Urban Total Urban Total Urban developing countries, partlcula.rly that of Africa was struggling to reach about 40

Year % %
perce~t In year 200~ .. More mterestinq to note is that Africa is sti!1 the lea~t

% urbanized at thebeqinninq of this century but it has had a remarkable Increase In

1950 2.515,312 29.1 832,425 53.8 1,682,887 16.9 the rate of urb~~lza.tlon since 1950. However, the percentage of urban population

1930 3,019,376 34.1 944,851 60.5 2,074,525 22.1 ~ living in large cities ISexpected to grow rapidly.

IIIIII

1970 3,697,918 37.2 .1,049,373 66.6 2,648,645 25.5

1980 4,450,210 39.8 1,136,406 70.2 3,313,804 29.3
~)),

,;erms ?f number of cities, it is interesting to note the distribution among the

1990 5,292,178 42.7 1;205,193 72.7 4,086,985 33.9 Jar regions ofthe.world. In 1950, there were 557 cities, each with a population

1995 5,765,861 44.5 1,234,567 73.8 4,531,294 36.5 of 100,000 or mor.e In the more developed countries compared to 349 in the less
developed countries (UN, 1976: 60-76). The 1980 estimates then revealed that

2000 6,251,055 46.6 1,862,482 74.8 4,988,573 39.5 out of the expected 2201 cities of the world, the less developed countries would

2010 7,190,763 52.0 1,607,469 76.8 5,883,294 46.4 account f~r 1140, an almost 52 percent of world total, and a triple increase in thirty,
2020 8,062,274 57.7 1,840,064 78.4 6,722,211 53.5 years, while the number for the more developed countries would have risen to

Source: Keyfilz, and Flieger(1990: 105).
1061.

An important aspect of the world population growth is two remarkable changes:
the increasing rate of urban population growth and increasing rate in the number
and sizes of cities. The world population estimated at 6.3 billion in the year 2000
had an urban or city population of about 3billion people. What is noticeable is
actually the increasing growth rate of cities. For instance, while the world
population increased by about 69 percent between 1970 and year 2000, urban
and city population increased by 115 percent.

Indeed, the last century has been described as a period of urbanization
phenomenon. Historical account shows that around the year 1800, there was
hardly any country that could be described as urbanized, while only 3 percent of
the world population lived in settlements described as cities. By 1900, the
proportion of people living in cities rose to 13 percent and this figure increased to
29 percent in 1950 and 48 percent in year 2000. What is remarkable is that in
absolute figure terms, the urban population rate of growth increased more rapidly
than the total population. However, there is a regional variation in the global
observation of the trend of urban population growth.

It is interesting to note that the developing countries that had more rural
population in 1950s may be described as experiencing urbanization just in the
late 80s and 90s with as low as about 30 percent of their population living in cities
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Within the broad category of world regions, high rate of growth of numbers of
large cities is noticeable in North America, South America and South East Asia.
The current United Nation's estimates of concentration of large cities show that
by the early twenty first century (year 2015) six (as against four in 1990) of the ten
millionaire cities in the world will be in East Asia, three from the Americas and one
from Africa (Lagos Table 2) (NEWSWEEK, 1997:12; Makinde, 2000; UNDP
2001 ).

The significance of this distribution is in terms of the rate at which urban places in
the developing world are emerging and perhaps the consequences of the rapid
growth rate on urban life.

®'J
ur major concern in this lecture is not the concentration of large cities in Asia and

Americas, but the process of urbanization in the developing countries and the
consequences in the various regions. Understanding the process of
urbanization globally and regionally provides the knowledge of the emergence of
cities in the world as well as the problems and growth of the cities. This subject
matter is well documented. Suffice it to say, however, that while citi~s have
emerged through the process of urbanization in the developed co~ntrles as a
consequence of industrialization and economic development whl,ch brought
about transformation of demographic composition and changes in intra sect ora/
Composition of the economy the same cannot be said of those of deve/oplng, 15
_-iii:li#:.iiMi):i-,tmtbJrt __



countries particularly inAfrica (Oyesiku, 1998a; 1998b).

turban agglomerations by population 2000 and 2010
IP""" _. ---- - -
Metropo- Country 2000 Rank 2010 Rank

Jitan Population in Population In

Cities (Millions) 2000 (Millions) 2010

Tokyo Japan '28.0 1 28.9 1

Sao Paulo Brazil 22.6 2 25.0 2
Bombay India 18.1 3 24.4 3
Shanqhai China 17.4 4 21.7 4
New York USA 16.6 5 17.2 9
Mexico City Mexico 16.2 6 18.0 6
Beiiina China 14.4 7 18.0 7
Laqos'" Nigeria 13.5 8 21.1 5
Jakarta Indonesia 13.4 9 17.2 10
Los Angeles USA 13.2 10 14.8 18
Oacca Banoladesl 12.2 13 17.6 8
Sources: Makinde (2000); UNDP ( 2001).

The urbanization trend and city growth in developing countries are characterized
by rapidity of urban increase, urbanization outpacing industrialization (rather than
the reverse), and a high rate of urban population growth by natural increase and
migration. In the developing countries, urbanization has occurred only partially
as a result of industrialization and economic development but substantially by
social and cultural factors. Indeed, the pattern of urbanization in this country has
shown that the rate of urbanization is faster than the level of industrialization and
overall economic development leading to what scholars have termed ove~-
urbanization.Jl \~I

From the foregoing, spatial concentration of people and associated economic
change lead to economic development. It is the economic change that
necessitates economic development or at the same time leads to economic
development and city growth. The higher the Income the higher the level of
urbanization: not because high income leads to increase in urban population but
for the reason that economic change leads simultaneously to increase in income
and level of urbanization. Economic change takes place by two triggering
processes as earlier mentioned: increase in agricultural (rural) productivity and
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'ndustrialization (as a result o~ ex'po~ led .and or import substi~ution). These
I ocesses further lead to urbanization In a circular manner: urbanization breads
~~banization (Knox, 1994).

\~:

The main factors responsible for urbanization, as described in the previous
paragraphs, are more applicable to the Industrialised Countries ( ICs). Their
applicability to Third World Nations (TWNs) is to a very lesser extent due to socio-
economic and demographic factors in operation and stages of development
different from those in ICs. The process of urbanization in TWNs is more
complicated, coupled with a wide variation within and between regions.

•

One major generalization could be made. Most nations experience rapid rate of
urbanization but accompanied by little economic growth of the cities. The high
rate is due to both high rates of natural increase and excessive rural-urban
migration leading to too many people in low income earning wage sectors. Uribe-
Echevarria (1990) and Onokerhoraye and Omuta (1986) termed this as over-
urbanization, explaining this to be the consequence of the effect of high rate of
demographic growth on little employment provided by the agr:. ," sector.

.
(c) Urbanization and City Growth in Nigeria
In the Nigerian case, urbanization has a fairly long history in its growth and
development. Historical account shows that extensive urban development is a
feature of the 19th and 20th centuries. In other words, extensive urban
development predates the advent of colonization. For instance, the Hausa-
Fulani Empire of the Northern Nigeria had some large cities, which served as
administrative, and religious centres of the emirate. According to Mabogunje
(1968 cited in Oyesiku 1998c), Kano had a population of about 30,000 around
1855, while Zaria had a population of about 45,000 in 1925. Some noticeable
large cities in the 19th century in the North include Yauri, Gumel, Katsina and

koto whose growth and development was attributed to trade and
ministration.

In the southern part of the country, urban development began in the 18th century
and is associated with the foundingand growth ofthe Oyo and Benin Empires. As
far back as 1857, Hinder, a missionary, estimated the population of Ibadan to ~e
100,000, Abeokuta, 60,000, Ogbomosho, 50,000, I/orin 70,000 an? lsonyin
24,000. The major factors crucial to the growth and development of cities were
trading, marketing and administration.
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The second half of the 20th. ce~tury witnes~ed :apid rate of urbani~ation anej
emergence of cities In van.ous parts ~ft,Nlgena. The .thre~ maJo~ factors

onsible for the rapid rise In number of the people living In cities and Increas
~~s~umber of cities and urba.n centres have .?een: (i) ~ntr<?ductionof wheele~
transportation, particularly Ral.lway .~n~road; (11). categonzat.'~n of settlement into
hierarchical order of township (Ill) introduction of rnonltized economy and
consequently production of cash crops and exploitation of mineral resOurces
which led to the development of "islands" of economic and administrative
concentration such as Lagos, lbadan, Kaduna, Jos, Enugu (Oyesiku 1998c). It is
equally important to note that two other important factors contributed immensely
to the growth and development of cities in the country. These are: (i) continua
geopolitical restructuring, through creation of states and local governments '.
1967, 1976, 1987, 1991 and 1996; and (ii) the industrialization process between
1960 and 1975, which was based on import substitution strategies and consumer
marketfor imported goods and services.
The landscape of urban centres in the county is traceable to the process of
urbanization just described. However, despite the political decentralization of
former regional headquarters and administrative centres, there have been
continuous increases in the population of urban centres in different parts of the
country. Indeed based on the 1991 census data, the number of urban centres of
5,000 people and more, which were 329 in 1853 increased to 1650 in 1991.
Similarly, the percentage of people who lived in urban centres of 20,000 people
and more increased from about 11 percent in 1953 to 35 percent in 1991 and
about 45 percent in year 2002. In terms of share number of people, while the
population of the country increased from 30.4 million to 81million between 1953
and 1991, the population of urban centres of 20,000 people and above increased
from 3.2million to 32.2million, that is, more than 10 folds within the 40-year period.
Thus, while the rural population grew at a rate of 1.7 percent, that of urban
population was about 5 percent within the same period (NPC, 1998; Udo, 1997).
By year 2000, Lagos and Kano have population above 7,000,000 each, while 10
cities had 1 million each, 26 cities with 500,000 each, 40 cities with 200'0J}
people each; about 100 cities with 100,000 population each and as many f!..
5,000 towns each with 20,000 people (Makinde, 2000; Oyesiku, 2001).

. uously in the Middle 8elt, North West and North Eastern parts of thecOf1sp'C
country

increase in the rate of ~rbanization a~d the gro,:,th i~ th~ number of cities are
Theas alarming as the scaring and unsatisfactory situation In the cities. Reports
nO~urveys including ~ha~of the World ~ank (1~96) show t~at 75% of urban
of pulation in Nigeria live In slums, many In shanties and derelict-structures, and
po high as 56% live in grossly'sub-human conditions and absolute poverty.
~n~erestingIY,our new federal capital, Abuja already has 23% of its population
living in slums and as high as 38% in abject poverty.

The important inferences that can be drawn from the pattern and level of
urbanization in Nigeria are that: (i) the rate of urban growth in Nigeria remains one
of the highest in the world; (ii) the rate of urbanization in the country far outstrips
the pace of economic development; and (iii) there has been great diffusion of
urban centres and cities in several parts of the country; particularly in the middle
belt that had remained depopulated for several centuries. In other words, there
has been a regional distribution of urban centres of 20,000 people and more
• 24TH INAUGURAL LECTURE • 18------

he reasons for the poor state of our cities are obvious. Planning is a neglected
process in Nigeria as. in many developing countries. Indeed.' ~hat takes place
often is Simple allocation and reallocation of land uses and activities. All what we
are often interested in is seeing physical structures and expensive but not
functional ones. Associated with this is the attitude of planning without plans.
Governments, particularly, the civilian ones do not just believe in plan preparation
to guide the growth and development of cities. Even where some plans exist,
they are just mere documents gathering dusts on the shelves. In the absence of
current plans the land use allocation exercises then become the real activities,
erroneously taken as the planning process' earlier defined. Governments at all
levels also ignore the laws and legislations, particularly the 1992 Urban and
Regional Planning law, put in place to guide planning of settlements in the country
(Oyesiku, 1998a,c; Oyesiku et ai, 1999; Oyesiku andAsiyanbola, 2001).

Moreover, many planners are government officials too, who have to keep their
jobs and so allow the power that be to do as it pleases. Real planning activities
are then limited to demolition exercises as the physical planning process is
grossly under funded and so physical town planners underemployed. Yet nothing

orks, cities malfunction and their environment remains poorly planned.
aditional markets and trading places are always where local governments and

traditional rulers want them to be: their location matters less (Oyesiku, 1986). The
common wanton demolition exercises in major cities need not get to this stage if
private and government development activities have been controlled. The fact
that governments at all levels are themselves lawless, as they unde.rt~ke
development without following planning regulations and due recourse to eXlstl~g
plans, where one exists, is a pointer to the chaotic city development p~ttern '~
Nigeria. What is more worrisome is that an average Nigerian does not believe tha
planning is important to how we live, move about and order our environ~~~t:n:i~
recent survey, planning was considered the least important to healt y IVI 19
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our cities, while availability of services (water, NEPA, telephone etc were their
major concern in the cities where the respondents live (Table 3). How do people
get access to services where there is no planning?

(d) Role of Cities in National and Regional Development
The city has been described as an economic engine that drives development and
growth of regions and nations in different parts of the world. The cities have been
the bedrock of social, economic and political activities since time immembrial.
The city also provides the grounds fortechnological transformation, development
of innovation and development of political culture and interaction. In a way, the
city serves as the centre for the development of ideas on which the surroundiru
area and periphery actually depend.

Table 3: Concern of Nigerians for city living satisfaction
Greatest Concern

8.6
26.3
10.7
12.5

Least concern
2.2
5.1
4.7
5.5

trUCwre ~f the ~hole region. .This transformation incl~des food production,
~arket for industrial product, and. ~roducti.on of raw ma.terlals .for the pro~es~lng
industries, employm~nt o.pportumtles, aqricultural and industrial r:n.echanlzatl~n,
financial transformation, Inves~ment and soclo-cultural opportunltl~~. The .Clty,
as a gro.wth centr~, emphaszes economic growth and eco~omlc relations
between It and the hinterland, thus provides the basis for economic development
that will frickle down to smaller places through infuse dynamism into the
periphery. In other words ..the city as a growth centre promotes develo~men~ for
itself and for the surrounding settlements in the hinterland and at the peripheries.
The city also promotes economic conditions and serves as the basis for regional

liCYinstrument in transforming the surrounding region and the hinterland.

Closely associated with the growth pole concept of the city is the Central Place
Theory, which suggests that the impulses of economic change are transmitted in
hierarchical order from higher to lower centres in the hierarchy (Friedmann 1966).
Both the growth pole and central place theory suggest that the functional role of a
growth pole or a central place through the economies of scale is achievable
through the link of transportation between the centre and the periphery. Thus, the
functional efficiency of the city is dependent on the ·ability to diffuse innovations
and intensify spatial interaction through transportation.

In a way, the growth of cities is based on the principle that an urban economy
functions as a market economy and changes in this bring about changes in the
population. The increase in urban population further leads to changes and
increases in the urban economic activities and in turn produces a further increase
in the city population. This process produces cumulative advantages for the city
rather than the whole region, and in the short term growth becomes concentrated
to the city. In the long term, the effect that is cumulative causes the growth in both
the urban economy and population to increase and thus the process becomes

. cular as the built-up advantages produce further advantages in the short term
he city. The built-up advantages are due initially to the location of the provision

and expansion of local employment and population, increases in income and
business output, which further attract capital and enterprises to cope with the
demand for locally produced goods and services and cause investment to rise
due to increased productivity (Oyesiku, 1996a) ..

Housing
Security
Transport
Employment
Services (water, electricity,
telephone etc)
Education
Planning of the city

32.5
7.9
1.5

1.2
9.8
71.5

In additi.on the condition necessary for the growth of a city depends on the ability
of the city to produce goods and services demanded by the national e.conomy
and to export them at a competitive advantage with respect to that CI.ty (the
Economic Base Model by Perloff and Wingo (1961 :200). The basic functions are
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Perhaps, the importance of a city can best be captured by the growth pole
concept by Perroux (1955) that considers the city as the focus or centre in
abstract economic space from which centrifugal forces emanate and to which
centripetal forces are attracted. The city is a growth pole containing a set ofn
expanding activities that induce further economic development throughout iJJ
hinterland. The activities generate further activities and are then expected to
trickle down series of developmental impulses to the surrounding hinterland. In
other words, a city, in terms of growth and development, has conce.ntrated
investment and facilities, and with further growth it has created urbanized
economies that are attractive and favourable to socio-economic and political
development. Through the concept of growth pole, the city then generates two
major effects, the spread and backwash or the trickle down and polarization
effect. The city as a pole transforms the entire rural socio-economic and spatial
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the export base of the city that not only provide er:nployment and income for the
population, but also their expansion an? diversification lead to growth in local
industries as well as the services provided by the secondary activities. In a
nutshell, the non-basic functions depend on the growth of basic and export
oriented industries and the income generated by the basic industries. This is then
utilized by the employed population in both services for their daily needs and
services. In this way the city actually depends on its basic activities and functions
for its economic or export base and with the growth and diversification of this
sector of city life, the non-basic also expands and the city population grows as
well.

~~
Ill. THE CITY AND THE MOTION

ML Ytre Chancellor Sir, my distinguished audience, the discussion in the
previous section shows beyond doubt the importance of cities in the socio-
economic and political development of regions and nations. Without doubt, the
exposition in the origin and the growth of cities revealed that there is an
established relationship between movement (transportation) and the evolution
and development of the city. Indeed, without transportation or without
movement, the city can hardly perform its role in the social, cultural and economic
transformation ofthe state and the nation.

(a) Types of Motion in the Cities
This lecture examines various types of motion; vertical, horizontal, physical, non-
physical and economic. The vertical motion simply refers to the physical pattern
of the growth of the cities which starts from a plane, a land use that has no
physical infrastructure on it, then moves vertically to a building structure of two or
three stories, then to sky scrappers of 25, to sometimes 107 stories This is a
vertical motion of a city, influenced by the need for space when the horizontal
motion is inhibited due to lack of space. In other words, the constraintJ)
horizontal growth or the need for maximization of economies of agglomeratlu('
determines the vertical motion of the city (Fig. 6).

The import of this observed vertical motion is the economic rationale that
influences not only economic land use, that is, location of commercial centres, or
central business district etc, but also other types of land uses exemplified by
suspended right of way for over-land automobiles (cars, trains, trams, and even
runways). More importantly let us note that the vertical motion of the city is not
only towards the sky or to handshake Almighty God, but also towards the ground,
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to create s~ce for several land use of which transport is note wc:>rthy.. It is in
pursuit of this that. tu~nels are dug for motorways, for metro a.nd rail .servlces ~n
the land and al~o inside the sea (for example Kansai Internatlonliil Airport that IS
built on the Pacific Ocean, taking its foundation right from the ocean floor.).
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Fig 6. Vertical Motion of the City - Lagos

Another notable example of the vertical motion of the city is the recreational land
.es. The rotational wheel offew meters in the early 50s and 60s are extended to
~ozens of meters above the earth surface. The same applies to moving dragons

in several recreational spots. .

Th~ major reasons for the vertical motion of cities are not totally tied to economic
ratlonal~. alone, but also to the limit of expansion posed by the horizontal growth
of the cities. The horizontal growth of the cities is identified and defined by the
lateral expansion of the cities from one or two nuclei to the other fring.e usually
through the process of physical transportation expansion. The classlc.al. no~-
Classical and ecological models of internal structure of cities have all prOVided t e
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basic logical reasons for horizontal motion of the city. Therefore, we need nOt
repeat those models here. Suffice it to say, however, that the most rapid motion
of the city is the horizontal one, related to the expansion of the city as a result Of
several forces of city growth. The expansion is sometimes ten folds their initial
point of growth.

Table 4: The s~cce,ssive land cover change in Ibadan 1930 - 2001

The example of two metropolitan cities in Nigeria elucidates the significance Of
horizontal motion of cities. In the case of the city of Ibadan, the area covered was
about 12.5 km2 in 1934 (NISER 1988). This increased to 30 km2 in 1963, an

• increase of about 52% in 30 years. In 1970, the total land area enveloped by thE'
city was 103.8 kmwhich reached 136 km2in 1984. It is interesting to note that c\\
2001, the total land area enveloped by development in Ibadan has reached about
348 km2 In other words, in 68 years, the city of Ibadan has expanded by over
2,680% (Bello, 2001; NISER, 2000). The details of this horizontal growth and
development are contained in (Table 4, Fig. 7). The role of transport infrastructure
in the horizontal expansion of Ibadan is very obvious.

Year Extent of
Growth (km2)

1830 5.40
1934 12.50
1963 30.00
1970 103.80
1973 112.00
1981 136.00
1984 176.00
1988 214.00
1977 322.00
2001 348.46

Source: Bello (2001).

The case of Lagos is more interesting. The city of Lagos covered about 3.97 km2
with a population 25,083 in 1866.' The total land area increased to about 70km2 in
1950, giving an increase of-about 1,750 percent over a period of about 85 years.
By 1976, the city development had enveloped about 271.2 km2and increased to
355 km2 by year 2000 (Table 5 and Fig. 8). By the year 2002, the lateral growth
and expansion of Lagos have increased to 845 km2 within 24years, giving an
increase of about 323 percent (Oyesiku, in press).

The significant role of transport in the horizontal motion of the city cannot be
underestimated. Indeed, physical and non-physical transport provides impetus
for the rapid expansion and the horizontal motion of the city. The import of this is
the demand for various land uses, which puts serious pressure on existino
facilities and infrastructure of which the physical and non-physical mobility ;j)
included. The main issue for the pattern of the vertical and horizontal motion of
the city is how to use the limited available space to meet the conflicting demands
for infrastructure and services and the overall development of the city. It is
equally important to stress the role of physical and non-physical motion in the city
that makes demand for space and on which effective interaction within the city is
based.

24TH INAUGURAL LECTURE
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'Table 5: Lagos population growth (as much as 75% of growth accounted
for by migration)

Population
25,083
32,508
73,766
99,690
126,108
267,407
(+ suburb 354,396)
665,246
(+suburb 953,677
- growth rate 9.0%)

2,437,335
6,000,000
7,917,000
10,233,000
12,000,000

year
1866
1911
1921
1891
1931
1952

1963

1974
1988
1990*
1995*
2000*
*Projected
Population

Land Area (sq.km)

3.97
3.97
46.08
51.64
65.51
69.68

69.68

178.36
264.18
298.00
302.10
355.00

Source: Oyesiku (in press).

Density/sq.km
6,318
8,200
1,601
1,930
1,925
3,838

9,547

13,665
20,000
26,567
33,884
34,285

(b) Transport as Motion in the Cities
The function of transport in the cities is to enable goods and services move from a
point of demand to that of supply between various buildings within a locality and
from one place in the city to another. Transportation helps to achieve the basic

bjectives of living' in the city, which is functional efficiency of land uses,
Infrastructure and services, and improvement in the quality of life. Two important
implications make transport different from the other services provided in the
cities. These are the-fact that transport constitutes a land use in the city and, as
such, it does not only serve the city but it is also a service on its own. Within the
city, transportation is not necessarily a derived demand as often stated. in v=
literature. For instance, the land area occupied by transport in many CIties IS
about 35 percent of the land surface. Secondly, other land uses .within the city (
buildings and activities etc.) do not exist independently of the transport that
serves them (Thomson, 1977). In a way, these activities are d.ependent upon
transport that links them together.
• 24TH INAUGURAL LECTURE. •
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Fig.7 Horizontal Motion of Cities Ibadan: 1830- 2001
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For this reason, the city life, the quality of urban life, the economies of scale and
agglomeration that serve as the bedrock of the city development process are all
dependent upon the nature and quality of transport system. Indeed, the
functional efficiency of cities depends on their transport system. The structure,
size, vertical and horizontal spread of the city are all dependent on the nature and
function of the transport system. As a result of these, the ease, the speed, the
cost. and the quality of movement between various land uses and places in the
cities are inextricably bound with the transport system and directly linked with the
planning of the transport system. In other words, the way the city is organised, the
manner and pattern of its layout as well as the cost of living in cities can never be
isolated from each city's transport system

BRIGHT OF e ENIN

Fig 8. Horizontal Motion of Cities Lagos: 1850 - 2002
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In contemporary times, transport is also linked with the externalities asso.9i:ate'd
with the development process. Such externalities include pollution, nolse, dirt,
odour and even congestion, which affect the health of the people and the 5.0
called green house impact of the world climatic changes.

Such questions that could be raised at this juncture include the following: (a)
What are the characteristics of transport that are expected to ensure effective
interaction within and among the cities to make them play their roles-in national
development? (b) What are the consequences of individual and unit motions-in
cities? and (c) To what extent are these consequences managed? The answers
to these questions are attempted in the section that follows.

~k

(c) Characteristics of Transport in Cities

Physical movement through transport in the city can take place on land,
waterways, and in the air, while that of non-physical movement can be achieved
through telecommunication. The physical movement on land is characterised by
private automobiles, walking, bicycles, motorcycles, tricycles, buses and
coaches. The rail system is made up of the surface rail, tram, metro lines,
subways and underground. The inland waterways are made up Glfthe taqoous,
creeks, ports and sometimes the lakes on which both ferries and hovercrafts are
the major vehicles for mobility within the cities. City transport py air is usually by
helicopter and, in mountainous areas, by overhead cables. The seaports serve
as the interface between the land and the sea.

•
All these forms of vehicular movement and pedestrianization are a fun.otio(l of the
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f th tri patial distribution and location of the places of residence of
purpose 0 e rip, St' th ity d th . thth I th level of technological developmen In e Cl an e region, e
Si:::~~ ~har:cteristics of the population and the people. The type of trans~ort

t that is used is dependent to a great extent on the level of technological
~~~~~pment ofthe people a~d the society, how the people perceive the quality of
life they want, the organizational structure of the City and a~ove all, the level of
manpower available for transport management. Irrespective of the transport
system adopted, the use ofthese transport systems and modes result in one form
of consequence or the other. It is perhaps the management of these
consequences that attracts transport scholars and researchers over the years.
Understanding these consequences may be linked to the transport scene in
many cities all over the world including those in Nigeria. The focus of my research \\
in developing countries in the past had been and in the immediate future would be
on city transportation and its role in city and national development. Let us now
discuss briefly some of the issues' with particular reference to Nigeria.

(d) City Transportation Scene in Nigeria
Characteristics of Urban Trips. Urban trips in Nigeria, on the average, are 95%
by road, rail and water-based modes. The rest are by walking. Of the trips made
by vehicles, 70% are made through public transport, which has been dominated
by private sector operators. In 1975, more than 95% of all urban public transport
journeys in Nigeria were provided by private operators using mainly taxis and
articulated 48-seater buses. By 1985 this percentage rose to 97%, with the
private sectors using more of mini-buses (9-20 seats) and un-registered fare-
paying passenger carrying private cars for commercial use. In the early 1990s,
government public transport services at state and federal levels joined the
operators using 35-48 fully built larger buses in the face of imminent collapse of
public transport system in the country (Adeniji, 2000; Oyesiku 2001).

Level of Motorisation. The level of motorisation oscillated during this period. It
was also at this time that the use of various types of para-transit public transport
mo~es began to emerge. Also there was a noticeable decrease in the number of
taxis and buses in use for public. transport and indeed in the total motor vehicle
fleet. For instance, the motor vehicle fleet in Nigeria, which was 195,000 in 1975,
rose steadily to 615,556 in 1985, but declined to 218,726 in 1995 (World Bank,
1990; FOS, 1987; FOS 1997). This necessitated the establishment of the Federal
Urb~n Mass Transit Programme (FUMTP) and the resuscitation of many hitherto
moribund state government transport corporations. Thus, while the share of
private sector public transport vehicles was decreasing that of the public sector
increased to meet public transport supply. However, by 1998 there was a

noticeable rapid decr~ase in the number of buses. provldao by the government
ublic transport services due to management CriSISand general attitUdes of

~UbliCsector corporations characterised by inefficiency and bureaucracy.

publiC Transport and ~rivate Sector. Part~cipation. The private sector
operates all forms of public transport vehicles, including taxi, para-transit mini
buses, usually 9-20 seats, para-transit single chassis 25-40 seats buses of
different models: some buses built on small trucks of locally fabricated body
work, fare paying passenger carrying private cars (also known as 'Kabukabu'),
and (v) motorcycles (two wheel) and three-wheeled motorcycles operated in
Lagos, Kano and Kaduna, similar to the auto rickshaw popular in the south-east
Asian countries (Oyesiku 2000a).

Coordination of Public Transport. It is interesting to note that the ownership
and organisation of road public transport system is haphazard and
uncoordinated. Though there are three national organisations of private public
transport operators viz. National Transport Owners Association, Road Transport
Employers Association, and National Union of Road Transport Workers, the
unions have overlapping functions, responsibilities, goals and objectives and
also specialise in businesses beyond public passengers transport services. Taxis
(and private vehicles carrying fare paying passengers) represent about 53% of
the total public transport trips but account for only between 18 and 20% of
passengers' trips (World Bank 1990; Adeniji 2000). In recent times, motorcycles
represent about 30% of public transport trips in many cities but account for about
90% offeedertrips to taxis and mini buses terminal.

Two/Three Wheel Para-transit (Okada) Phenomenon. Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir,
my distinquished audience, the rise in the use of Okada and associated para-
transit transport for public transport include: .
(a) The decrease in the supply of new vehicles of all types since the late

1970's. For instance, between 1975 and 1995 the number of newly
registered vehicles per annum in the country fell from 357,708 in 1980 to
218,726 in 1995: the trend in the states is not different (World Bank,
1990; FOS, 1987; 1997; OSG, 2000). In relation to the P?pulation
therefore, the level of motorization per capita (that is mot.or vehlcl~s fleet
_population ratio) of about 248 in 1990 was down to 4541n.1995 (i.e. one
vehicle to 248 and 454 persons in 1980 and 1995 respectively): ~learIY,
as the population grows rapidly and activities get more diversified, the
vehicle fleet decreases. . the. .. fnued pressure on

(b) The high rate of inflation occasioned by con I 31
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I domestic price level as reflected in the double-digit increase in
genera . & II lt for i t b twth verall urban consumer prrces ror a I ems: or ms ance, e een
19~~ and 1986 the percentage change of the urban consumer price
index for all items was 95%, while that of transport was 65% without any
change in the basic wages in the country. Between 1990 and 1997
(1985=100) the percentage rose to 849% for all items and 1004% for
transport. The adjustment in the wages was only 210% within the same
period (CBN, 1993; FOS, 1987; 1997). This observation is a clear
indication of the imminent difficulty of consumer expenditure to meet the
basic needs in general and ot mobility in particular. In addition, the
phenomenal increase in transportation cost and fares following upward
adjustment of prices of petroleum without concomitant increase in wages
not only led to high inflation, inability to pay towering taxi fares, but also a
decrease in motor vehicle fleet as income could not replenish derelict
vehicles.

(c) The rapid populi3tion growth and rate of urbanization, have led to the
inability of planners to adequately plan existing cities and emerging
settlements. Moreover, there is inadequate provision of infrastructure
and services in the new settlements, Thus, many cities leap-frog by
settlements that were never planned. Coupled with this is poor
infrastructure base of the cities as only 30 percent of the streets and
major roads are surfaced (by asphalt and bitumen). Others are earth
roads or surface dressing. This condition of the roads in turn shortens
the life span of the vehicles and results in high turnover of maintenance.
This, in part, accounts for why commercial vehicles consider it un-
economical to provide door-to-door services

Consequently, steady decline in level of motorization for over a decade as motor
vehicle fleet decreased by 50 percent between 1990 and 1998, and the acute
shortage of transport service supplies relative to the increasing demand for
transport service, resulted in the emergence and use of tricycle vehicles (three
wheeler bicycles similar to the auto rickshaw, (a derivative of the Italian Vesper
Scooter) and motorcycles. There has been influx and use of 'used' motorcycles
for public transportation in the Nigerian cities since the late 1980s. For instance,
newly registered motorcycles increased from around 4000 in 1990 to 25,000 in
1996. The use of mo~orcycles further rose remarkably, almost double fold in
1999 as the newly. registered mptorcycles in various cities in the country rose
from about 26,000 In 1997 to about 58,000 in 1999 and 65,000 in 2001 (Oyesiku,
2000a; 2001).

Varied groupS use Okada and they have different degrees of access to them. As
such, recent researches are focusing on the gender relation of the use of
motorcycles as commercial public transport service. The findings discussed here
are expected to be presented to an international audience in November 2002 but
Iwish to share the highlights with you,

Motorcycle passenger transport and gender ridership are pertinently neglected
aspects of mobility in the cities in developing countries (Oyesiku, 1999b). The
study is based on household survey in six major cities in Nigeria between 1999
and 2001. 4300 respondents in six (6) cities were sampled using the
questionnaire as the instrument of survey About seventy percent of the
respondents indicated that they depend on motorcycle as a means of urban
public transport either for feeder trips to other public transport services or as a
dominant public transport service. The cities selected are Abeokuta, Abuja, Ijebu-
Ode, Jos, Lagos, and Uyo. The choice of the cities was based on the fact that the
cities have significant proportion of urban trips made by motorcycles (Ogunsanya
and Galatima 1993; Oyesiku 2001).

Of the 4300 respondents in the survey, 30.1 percent indicated that they do not use
motorcycles as a means of urban public transport. The passenger demand for
motorcycle has no distinct gender differences, as there is equal number of male
and female that use motorcycles (Table 6).

Table 6: Use of motorcycle by_gender
Gender Respondents %
Ma!e 2150 54.20
Female 1817 45.80
Total 3967 100.00
Source: Authors' survey 2001.

In terms of age distribution, users are concentrated betv, t"", • the ages of 18 and
40, but there is no significant difference between male and 1, .• ';)le within this age
bracket. Also, single females make more use of motorcycles than males.
However, married males are in greater proportion than their female counterparts.
The educational background of motorcycle passengers revealed an interesting
feature: that highly educated passengers even make more use of this .mode of
public transport than less educated ones. Again, there is no significant difference
along gender lines in the distribution of the users according to their educatIOnal
status.
Table 7 illustrates the frequency of use of motorcycles for various urban trips. It is33• 24TH INAUGURAL LECTURE • 32 24TH INAUGURAL LECTURE ••



Table 8: Effect of motorcycle on dressing mode
HaVln"geffect Male (%) Female (%)cres 11.10 43.50
No 43.10 2.30
Total 54.20 45.80
SOurce: Author's survey 2001.

Let us spend the next few moments examining the pattern of accidents involving
motorcycles and their riders. Every year, about 75 percent of victims of
motorcycle accidents in Nigeria die while just a few get injured. Most of those
injured have brain and chest injuries. According to the FRSC (2001) more than
half of those killed in accidents involving all vehicles are motorcycle riders and
passengers. It is remarkable that motorcycles are a relatively fast means of
covering short distances in Nigeria. Equally remarkable is the fact that the
conditions of the roads on which these trips are made are often horrible. It is not a
major surprise, therefore that the death rate per 10,000 population has been on
the increase between 1989 and year 2000. The FRSC further informs us that the
incidence of fatality arising from accidents has been on the rise yearly. According
to Table 9, more females have -been involved in accidents on three or more
occasions in a year. This is accounted for by the unsuitability of the women's
traditional dresses for riding on motorcycles as well as women's preference for a
sitting posture that exposes them to a great danger. Sitting with their two legs on
one side of the motorcycle, women are often prone to the danger of being thrown
offwhile the motorcycle is negotiating a sharp bend.,

unmistakably clear that over 85 percent make use of this mode of public tranSpOrt
either daily or at least four days In ~ week: The table also shows that more
women make use of the mode on a dally baSISthan men. This is attributed to th
fact that fe':la!es mak~ shorter trips than their m~le count~rp.arts and do more o~
routine activities that Include shopping, marketing and vIsIting than males I
other words, the fem~les make freq~ent use of motorcycles and therefore hav n
greater demand for thls mode of public transport. e

Despite the greater demand .by females for th~ us~ of motorcycles, the survey
shows that this mode of public transport has significant effect on their dreSSing
pattern. Of about 1817 of the females in the survey, over 95 percent stressed that
the use of motorcycles has affected their mode and pattern of dressing, whereas
as high as 78 percent of the interviewed males stated that they are not affected by
the use of motorcycles (Table 8). Invariably, the commercial motorcycle services
in the city have a Significant effect on the mode of dressing of most female users.

Table 7: Frequency of use of motorcycles by gender
Frequency Male (%) Female (%)
Daily 23.85 25.30
4 days a week 20.14 15.38
3 days a week 8.16 4.06
2 days a week 0.00 1.06
Once a week 0.15 0.00
Total 54.20 45.80

It is observed that most people, especially the young ones, have neglected the
use of native or traditional dresses and have adopted trousers for casual and
occasional uses. Indeed, head ties, spectacles or glasses and fashionable
traditional items are just not amenable to motorcycle riding as passengers,
mostly women have to be content with the wearing of tight, girdles, and tight
blouses on daily trips. The reason for this is not far-fetched as passengers l
generally appear smart and have the ability to adjust to any condition that may
arise while travelling by motorcycle. It is perhaps as a result of wearing loose
dresses and in the course of adjusting to a comfortable sitting position that many
accidents occur. It takes a minute or two for a female rider to adjust to a
comfortable sitting position and she sometimes loses balance resulting in an
accident (Oyesiku and Odufuwa, 2002).
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That the accident rate of Okada operators is higher than that of other modes of
public transport is not surprising. This is against the backdrop of the motive for
the use of motorcycles for public transport. In separate surveys of 852 Okada
operators in 2000, over 90 percent depend on the mode for their income.
Therefore, the more the trips they make the more the income they earn. Many of
them just learn how to operate the machine in one or two days before setting out
on the streets and highways (Table 10).

Table 9: Frequency of involvement in accidents
Accident Occurrence Male (%) Female (%)
Once a year
Twice a year
Thrice or more a year
Never
Total

3.78
7.23

39.99
'3.50
54.20

1.91
2:45

40.38
2.22

45.80
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It is pertinent to observe that female passengers frequently travel on Okada in a
group of two or three The common scene is the case of a mother riding on a
motorcycle with a baby tied to her back or sandwiched between her and the
driver. The mother attends to the discomfort experienced by her and her child,
thus endangering the lives of all the riders in the process. While 44 percent of the
male Inter viewed make trips on Okada alone, 84 percent of females do so with
one or two memoers of the family for an average trip (Oyesiku and Odufuwa,
2002). .

._--- --- ...--.-._ ....._ .. _ .... _ •._. -. _.- _ ......~ ..__ .._-
Status of Ownership Response Frequency %
Yes-Orivinq School Trained 19 2.23
Yes-Self Trained 250 29.34
No Trainina - No Licence 583 68.43
iTnbl 8fi? 1oo
Source: Oyesiku, 2001

The social cost inherent in the road fatality involving the use of motorcycles as
urban public passenger transport comprises material damage, loss of
productivity, and medical cost. Since women are, to a considerable extent, in
charge of family productivity and production activities and they are economically
disadvantaged in relation to their male counterparts, the social cost occasioned
by motorcycle accidents is regarded as extremely high and the impact this has on
the family structure is very great.

Moreover, the physical and mental damage to kids and infants who often
accompany the females on trips make the safety cost in motorcycle transport
extremely very high. For this reason, there is the need for increasing awareness
of the necessity to evolve effective strategies to cope with the negative
externalities of motorcycle passenger transport systems and to ensure that the
mode of public transport is a sustainable one in the continent.

Why do city travel demands " " re the use of Okada? Table 11 shows the
reasons. Though there are ne Significant differences between males and
females, the latter indicated convenience in preference to flexibility and
availability. Of course, convenience has overriding implications, some of which
were earlier highlighted. The poor condition of roads, which hirfjers extensive
use of taxi for public transport does not affect the services of motorcycle
operators. They are able to manoeuvre their ways through the bad roads and
also they are less affected by traffic congestion because of the small size of the
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motorcycles and their disregard for the simple conventional traffic signs and
regulations. Though individual riders and passengers are exposed to the
external cost and difficulty of traffic congestion, particularly, environmental
pollution and fatalities, they often make up for this through the fastness of their
operation, thereby saving some time in congested traffic. However, there is the
need for thorough research in assessing the trade off between time saved in
traffic congestion and environmental pollution and fatalities. It is abundantly
clear that in an attempt to save time, many riders and passengers have been
exposed to greater danger arising from exposure to air pollution, noise
annoyance and fatality. Indeed, what is presumed to be an advantage in terms of
time gained may end up being a loss if an accident ordeath occurs.

Table 11: Reasons for the use of motorcycle for urban trips

Reasons Male % Female
Cheapness
Fastness
Efficiency
Safety
Availability
Flexibility
Convenience (door-to-door)
Total

2.25
3.56
1.44
0.00
10.13
9.71
27.11
54.20

1 98
288
1.73
0.00
8.85
4.82
26.25
45.80

Traffic Congestion is another major characteristic of transport in cities.
Incessant traffic congestion, awkward parking system and environmental
pollution are part of the hardships occasioned by the transport system in many
cities due to continual deteriorating condition of the streets and poor state of the
roads that slow down traffic. A recent survey on the conditions of the roads in the
intermediate cities conducted in 2001 shows that intra-city road networks are
continuously deteriorating. In many cities, over 55% of the road networks are
unpaved (Table 12). The proportion that are paved are in between a condition that
needs periodic maintenance within three years (fair condition) and one that is too
damaged to be fixed by maintenance or requires total rehabilitation (poor
condition) (Table 12). Indeed, only about a third of the cities' road network could
be described as good (that is needs only routine maintenance within 3 years).
The survey by Schelling (2000) shows that 67% of total road lengths in Nigeria
are by local government and that over three-quarters of them are in poor
condition (Table 13).

What is more pertinent is that the standard of the roads keeps deteriorating
37• •24TH INAUGURAL LECTURE



everyday. Earlier analysis done by Torres Ma~inez (2001) sh?ws that with~~ the
We t African states the percentage of the main paved roads In good conditions
d s Id from 42~/oin 1987 to 40% in 1997, while the roads in good condition

ecrease . d F th .increased by only 3% between the same peno. or e main unpaved roads,
the percentage of 'poor' roads increased greatly from 54 to 62 between 1987 to
1997. Meanwhile, just 39 pe.rcen.t of the .total lengths of roads are paved. The
consequences of road deterioration are Increased operating costs of vehicles,
inefficiency of the road transportation systems, increase in vehicular and
pedestrian accidents and increase in investment costs as a result of the need for
repeated road reconstruction (Torres Martinez, 2001). The summary of the cost
of the poor state of the roads to the economy is in Table 14. :\;'\\

. I\\NM

Moreover, inadequate planning of land uses and great intensity of use of land for
commercial activities further exacerbate road traffic congestion, leading to long
hours of travel and uncomfortable vehicular travel particularly to work. Indeed,
the road network can be described as having extreme high capacity utilisation as
the average travelling time to work in major cities, particularly in the southern part
ofthe country is about double that of their counterparts in Europe and America.

Table 12: Condition of major paved road networks and costs of
maintenance of vehicles in selected intermediate cities in Nigeria

Cities % unpaved Maintenance cost! Paved road conditions %
roads Vehicle per month

(in US $)
Good Fair Poor

,h~~"'llt::l 6? fi fi1 :i? 1 :i? fi :ifi 4
iebu-Ode 51.3 46 31.5 47.5 21.0
okoia 54.6 35 48.3 34.5 17.2
maiha 58.6 48 39.4 40.2 20.4
ivo 50.2 40 38.6 39.5 21.9
aria 51.4 52 38.2 34.3 27.5

*Ibadan 69.5 49 30.2 43.5 26.:i
Lagos 63.6 52 50.9 19.3 29.8
Kaduna 57.4 53 53.1 39.7 7.2

~Source: Author's survey 2002 Metropolitan cities.
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IL-evels Length -Percentage Current Condition of
(km) Roads (in %)

Good Fair Poor Total

Federal 32100 17% 50 20 30 100

IState 30500 16% 30 30 40 100

Local 130,60 67% 5 20 75 100

liotal 193,200 100%
Source: Schellinq (2000)

In recent times, congestion has been further compounded by the sudden
increase in level of motorization between year 2000 and 2002. High level of
congestion is visibly present and. spread to all parts of the cities at peak periods.
Recent statistics on automobile ownership shows that in the past two years there
has been tremendous increase in.automobile ownership and usage which has
created problems of traffic control, congestion and delay in most Nigerian cities.
For instance, in 1995, 51,000 vehicles were added to the existing vehicle fleet in
the country. This decreased to 10,947 in 1997 but rose to 83,406 in 2000 (Table
15). Surprisingly over 200,000 vehicles were officially recorded as registered
cars, buses, lorries and others in various cities and as high as 90 percent are used
in the cities.

In a way. the increase between 1999 and 2001 of the vehicle fleet is 363 percent
(See Table 15). Note that 90% of these vehicles are used ("tokunbo") and that
almost the same figures get into the country through legal and illegal border
routes, particularly from Cotonou. The import of this is that while the revel of
motorization suddenly increased, that of the transport infrastructure, particularly
road networks has remained the same. The recent experience has shown that.
based on general data on population and transport infrastructure density, car
density has been on the increase while motorway and rail density has remained
the same within the past ten years. The noticeable rapid rise in private car
ownership and mobility has led to low efficiency operation of the road network.
Persistent high level of congestion means a lot for international businesses that
continue to elude the country.

Meanwhile the level of motorisation in the country is still low: about .3% Le. 3 cars
to 100 people. The point here is that the network capacity is too low for the current
fleet of vehicles on the streets.

39
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Table 14:Cost effect of state of Nigerian roads in 2000
Effect cost

1 Annual loss of value due to lack of maintenance 80bn($1 bn)
2 Additional vehicle ooeratino cost due to ooor roads 53b ($650m)
3 Total estimated loss to the economv 5.5% ofGDP
4 Network replacement value 1800bn($23bn)
Source: Schellinq (2000)

V, Th h N' Ports Statistics 1993 - 2001. --- --- --------- ---- --- --------- ----------
Iyear Cars Buses/Lorries Others Total
1993 127634 24869 4473 156976
1994 61,616 22,619 3,391 87,626
1995 34,283 15,418 2058 51,759
1996 8733 5334 299 14966
1997 5,426 4577 944 10,947
1998 7647 9215 1 243 18105
1999 24,165 18127 1 129 43,421
2000 n.a. n.a. n.a. 83406*
2001 n.a. n.a. n.a. 201,026*

"'J~

Sources: Nigerian Ports Authority Operations' Report (Unpublished, 2002).
Dixon, Sola (2002): 201 ,026 Vehicles Imported in 2001. TheGuardian Wed. Jan
23, p.35. .

Cities and metropolitan areas worldwide experience one form of delay or the
other. Densely populated cities also experience one form of traffic congestion or
the other. Indeed, it is part of the city life to go through one form of delay or the
other on a daily basis. However, the distinction must be made between mobility
delay and traffic congestion. It is not easy to define or measure traffic congestion
across the cities in different parts of the world. Going by Thomson (1977)
congestion means a delay caused by one vehicle to others and it is usually
measured by traffic speeds along selected routes and particularly in the city
centres. A delay is a temporary hold up caused by one vehicle to the other;
usually attributed to traffic activities in different parts of the city.

»
In many cities of the world, particularly in city centres and depending on the
density of city development and population, traffic speed ranges between
27km/hr and 11km/hr during the peak period. (Auclaire 2000). Obviously, this is
not true of many Nigerian cities as traffic speed in Lagos, Port Harcourt,Oenin,
Jos and many other cities is between 9 Km/hr and 3 km/hr. Moreover, indeed
congestion measurement is not limited to the city centres as this spreads to every
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part of the city in fhe major Nigerian cities lasting for hours and sometimes off
peak per.iod. Worris~me cases outsid~ Lagos include Ibadan, Port Harcourt,
uorin, onltsna, Owern, andAba, to mention buta few.

The major reasons attributed to the congestion have been discussed earlier
including poor state of the roads, excessive automobiles in contrast with available
networks, poor traffic control, misuse and overuse of land and pedestrian traffic,
and more importantly poor network planning and design.

Understanding traffic delay and the solutions to it requires the knowledge of the
basic theoretical construct of delay, which is the queue theory. Simply put,
intensity of traffic is directly proportional to the rate of arrival at a particular spot
and inversely related to the rate of service discharged at that same spot:

p = A (eqn.6)

!l
.Where A is the rate of arrival and ~t is the rate of service delivery.

What is observed on many Nigerian roads is that the design of the network does
not follow the simple queue model. Indeed, the network is in such a way that
delays and congestions are bound to happen, peak period or no peak period. For
instance, it is expected that a traffic on two lanes would open up to two or more
lanes at the points of discharge that would ensure a higher rate of service at that
point. What is observed on the Nigerian roads is that four lanes suddenly merge
into two and later into one. To compound this problem, security agencies often
attempt to eliminate as many lanes as possible in the course of their normal duty.
Inability to understand and apply correctly the queue model adds to traffic delay
and congestion.

A significant aspect of the delay is the cost to the average road user, particularly
the motorists and drivers. In a recent study, the following wer.e computed as the
cost of delay in the major Nigerian cities (a) the cost of fuel per hour of delay, (b)
wear and tear of the vehicle per hour, and (c) the stress per hour. The estimate
shows that it costs N998.00 for every one hour of delay or about $8.00 per hour.
Assuming there is three (3) hours of hold up per day and there are twenty-two
working days per month, the cost of delay will be about N778,800 or about $5,5~O
in one year. Almost N800,OOO is the cost of delay per individual in one year In
Nigerian cities. The study further shows that the government or the employers
pay 58 percent of this estimate, while the individual is responsible for 42 percent,
and mostly the cumulative stress. A similar estimate done in the United States
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yields about $5 per hour of delay.

Traffic Accidents constitutes major characteristics of urban trips in Nigeria. It is
regrettable that accidents have been on the increase on Nigerian roads despite
the presence of the government established Federal Road Safety Commission.
Recent statistics show that while the African countries account for 11 percent of
world's estimated road fatality, the fatality index of 0.43 (Table 16) for Nigeria was
the highest in the continent in 1999 and 2001 respectively (Arosanyin, 2001;
Jacob et al 2000). Though there is gross underestimation and
incomprehensiveness of data on accident cases, road traffic accidents involving
motor vehicles and motorcycles are on the increase. Particularly worthy of note ~
is the recent increase in the accidents by motorcycle riders on urban roads. The .
statistics shows that about 50 percent of persons killed in total accident cases
between 1989 and 2000 in Lagos and other major cities are the motorcycle public
transport riders and their passengers. Ironically over 70 percent of public
passenger travellers in the cities one way or the other depend on this vital mode of
transport service for the movement of people and goods affecting many other
aspects of city life. Yet, many of traffic accidents by motorcycles are not even
taken into consideration in traffic accident analysis in Nigeria (Akinyemi and
Medani, 2001).

The causes of road accidents are known and will not be repeated here. Suffice it
to say, however. that over 85 percent of the accidents are caused by human error
arising from recklessness, excessive speed, poor conditions of the roads, bad
drinking habit and alcoholism. The fatality rate known to be the highest in the
continent is caused by poor state of the roads, poor road traffic law enforcement
and the endemic urban transportation system that provides impetus for
uncertainty, stress, anxiety, and dependency on private vehicle use. Moreover,
our belief system that "what would be would be" and that anyone who has an
accident is "destined to do so" further contributes to the rate of accidents and
makes strategies of curbing accidents remote from rational approaches. This "
belief system does not even allow for probing into causes of accidents since they
'occur by destiny'. This is at variance with scientific approaches (Odugbemi and
Oyesiku, 2000).
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Table 16: Road traffic accidents in Nigeria 1988 - 2000

Year Number of Fatality Persons Persons Fatality
Accidents Recorded Killed Injured Index
Recorded (death/1000)

1988 26792 ?? 9077 24413 0.35
1989 23957 ?? 8714 23687 0.36

11sso ??018 R?77 R?44 ??RR4 032
1991 22632 6766 9221 24644 0.36
1992 22909 6985 9620 26279 0.36
1993 21610 6817 9707 24373 0.39
1994 17633 5300 7296 18289 0.31
1995 17003 4701 6771 14668 0.30
1996 16793 4798 6364 15290 0.39
1997 9034 2082 3616 10786 0.38
1998 16046 74!18 6538 17341 n.37
1999 12427 3634 5429 17728 0.41
2000 12705 3686 6521 20677 0.43
Source: Federal Road SafetY Cornrnission, 2001.

Other characteristics include regular increase in fuel prices and sometimes
scarcity of petroleum commodities for use of the automobile. Though this
particular phenomenon affects every resident in the cities, it has led to
increased immobility of the urban poor, as many in this group could not afford
the escalating public transport fares. The fact that the cities transport scene is
dominated by intermediate and para-transit modes owned by operators from
the private and informal sectors often leaves the majority urban poor at the
mercy of private operators who increase fares at will and change routes at
their convenience.

In addition to the city transportation scene in Nigeria already discussed, other
important issues of concern include misuse of expressways in the cities, absence
and inappropriate location of bus-stops, poor design of highways and streets,
misuse of private and corporate vehicles, absence of law enforcement, and
preponderance of unserviceable vehicles on the streets.

Misuse of Expressway in the Cities. The purpose of the internationally defined
expressway is to achieve two major objectives of: (i) free flow of traffic, thereby
reducing travel time and cost; and (ii) distribution and redistribution of traffic.
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What is observed in the Nigerian case is that there is no difference any longer
between a purposely-defined expressway and other forms of right of ways for
vehicular movement in the cities. The first observation is that there are several
illegal turnings on the intracity expressway. For example, the Lagos-IIorin
bypass expressway in Ibadan has a driving distance of 27km. There are 142
turnings to the left directions alone and these directions are on the fast lane of the
expressway. The purpose of free flow of traffic is therefore defeated and the
objective of having an expressway is no longer realisable. What should normally
be about 15 minutes drive has become 35 minutes.

Misuse of Private and Corporate Vehicles. There is hardly anywhere in the
world where very few businesses and individuals constitute a threat to the
majority of the road users. The Nigerian case is peculiar as there has been a
great abuse of the streets and highways through the use of sirens by important
and unimportant government officials and members of their families, top military
and police officers and more annoyingly the bullion vans. In a study carried out
between 2000 and 2001 in all Nigerian cities, 80 percent of the sirens blasted on
the street are by the bullion vans, 18 percent are by the government officials,
elected governors, ministers and even traditional rulers; and as low as 2 percent
were from hospital ambulances, fire services, and other emergencies. The
impression given here is that Nigerian cities do not give priority attention to
emergencies arising from fire outbreaks and ill-health but prefer to keep their
money safe. The misuse of sirens, apart from being a nuisance, has led to as
much as 8 percent of accidents in the cities.

The second observation is locations of intracity and intercity motor garages and ~\
parks right on the expressway. It is unimaginable to have major traffic generation '"
land uses right on the expressway. The totality of the misuse of the expressway is
the additional stress given to motorways. What is said of Ibadan is also true of
Onitsha between the Niger bridge end and Enugu express interchange. Indeed,
the Onitsha case is disheartening having high traffic generation land use
activities on the expressway, such that motorists spend additional 3-4 hours to
pass through the cities.

Absence of Law Enforcement. One of the major factors contributing to
persistent traffic congestion, use and misuse of streets and highways and non
compliance with planning standards and regulations is the lack of enforcement of
the rules and regulations. (Oyesiku et al 1999; Oyesiku and Asiyanbola, 2001).
The impression a four-year old pupil in the city in Nigeria has is that Nigerians do
not have traffic laws. Drivers and motorists disregard and flout regulations at will,
right in the presence of law enforcement officers. Drivers make illegal turnings,
stops, waiting, and move awkwardly to the detriment of other road users with
impunity. Okada riders and bullion van operators drive against traffic and ignore
traffic rules, even when the traffic is light. Okadas mount trailers' horns on their
motorcycles: some even attach "baby-crying" horns to irritate and scare other
road users. Arrests are hardly made and if at all the culprit is released after few
minutes subject to "money matters" negotiations. It is a known fact that Nigerians
in Nigeria are the most impatient motorists in the world and have little or no
respect for law. The remarkable point is that there is lack of will to enforce the law
by the agencies concerned.

Absence and Inappropriate Location of Bus Stops. The absence of bus stops
simply allows the commercial drivers to stop at any point convenient for them and
for passengers to the detriment of other road users, further contributing to delays.
Where there are bus stops they are mostly inappropriately used as kiosks, mini
daily markets, mechanic or vulcanizer workshops, and sometimes "luxurious"
apartment for the menti"Y ill or psychiatric hospital bound patients. The fact is
that well-defined bus stops and appropriately constructed waiting sheds are not
part of the Nigerian culture.

Poor Design of Highways and Streets. Inappropriate design of city roads and
highways sometimes makes one wonder ifthe engineers who designed the roads ~'
ever passed through an established educational institution. Over 85 percent of '
the roads, streets, and highways in all Nigerian cities are poorly constructed as
they do not have adequate setbacks, no sidewalks, no road median in the case
where the street is wide and obviously no drainage. In many cities, residents
never pray for the raining season, since they have to add extra cost for a light
makeshift boat or "extra strength" shoes during the raining season. It is important
to note that there has been a gradual Change in the ideal road construction with
appropriate services in Lagos within the past two years.

Preponderance of Unserviceable Vehicles on the Street .Frequency of
breakdown of vehicles on the roads and highways is on the rise. It is a common
phenomenon for drivers and motorists to repair broken down vehicles on the spot
where the problem occurs. Again, the culprits get away because traffic law
enforcement is weak and there is no reprimand for such misdemeanour. The
single most important reason for the frequent breakdown of vehicles in Nigeria is
the phenomenon of "Tokunbo". About 95 percent of all vehicles on Nigerian roads
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are second hand or used vehicles from elsewhere outside the country. This
sheer magnitude of percentage may not constitute the problem. The real issue is
the state of the vehicles and their ages at the point of their purchase. From the
recent survey by the author in year 2001 an average vehicle (indeed 62%) on
Nigerian roads is 14 years old on the date of purchase. What is more, the user or
buyer does usually not know the real problem for disposing or discarding the
vehicle. Therefore the new owners who happily acquire new cars just have to
gamble with their fate with respect to the state of the cars. In other words, it is
when there is a breakdown or a problem, many of which are without warning, that
the user knows the exact state of the car and this may happen on the highway
further constituting traffic nuisance, congestion, hold up and the like.

The underlying factor linked to frequent breakdown of vehicles is poor
maintenance culture and high cost of running vehicles in the cities. Most
motorists do not visit their mechanics until the vehicle stops or becomes
unmoveable. The idea of routine and maintenance servicing of vehicles by the
distance travelled had gone fifteen years ago.

Expectedly and arising from second hand vehicles bought and poor maintenance
culture, an average Nigerian in the cities spends between N7,000 - N10,000 to
maintain one vehicle in a month. This represents about 20 - 30 percent of the
average monthly salary of Nigerian workers. The dependency on "Tokunbo"
vehicles including luxurious buses and trailers constitutes risk to life, property,
and compound the problems of city transportation. As part of the recent survey, a
14-year old vehicle has a final and terminal depreciation value in about 6 years
afterwards. It is the same vehicle that we still ride for another 10-15 years in the
country, yet we smile and are thankful to God for having a means to overcome the
friction of distance.

services, the questions often asked are: can telecommunication assist in solving
physic~l.transportation problems? Can the use of. telecommunication enhance
the effiCiency of the transport systems or otherwise? The three often stated
hypotheses of the relationship between telecommunication and urban travel are:
(i) substitution: (ii) enhancement; and (iii) complementary. The most favoured and
one that has been suggested for almost one hundred years of the existence of
telephone is that Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) will
substitute for travel. This trade off to physical movement involving face-to-face
encounter has been considered erroneous, particularly by the last quarter of the
20th century.

'\ Several researches including those of Oyesiku (1996a), Graham (1997),
Mokhtarian (1998), and Salomon (2000) have regarded substitution of tele-
communication for travel as a mere hypothesis. Before going to the effect of ICT
on city interaction and trip generation, it is importantto highlight the possible ICT
applications in general. Table 17.summarises the possible interaction between
city travels and telecommunications. The major travel telecommunication
interactions are in the following areas: Telecommuting, Telewalking (distance
walkers), Teleconferencing, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), Tele-education,
Telemedicine, Internet and information services (the most popular and the
growing phenomenon of no face to face socialising) and Mobile Telephoning.

IV. CITY MOBILITY AND INFORMATION AND (TELE) COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGIES

Perhaps of all these possible interactions and applications of telecommunication,
the possible effect is the conventionally promoted relationship of substitution. In
preference for the complementary view, empirical researches, particularly
recently published works have reaffirmed the conclusion reached towards the
end of the last century that while the use of ICT would eliminate or substitute
some city trips and travels, the overall effect of telecommunication is that of
enhancement of city tnps (Oyesiku, 1996b; 2000c). The import of this is that
telecommunication indeed contributes to additional trips generation. In other
words, ICT is vital to mobility in the cities and therefore should be encouraged, but
they in turn add some more trips to an unwilling trip maker.

Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir, my distinguished audience, an important dimension of
the city in motion in the cities is the relationship between non-physical movement
and the physical movement. The significance of the non-physical movement is
seen in the light of the problems of physical movement in the cities, particularly
congestion, delay, and negative environmental externalities of transport. In the
light of the perceived role of tele-communication in mobility c: goods and
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Table 17:. Interaction and leT applications in Household- Institution. .
Supply Side Demand Side

Individuals and HousenOlds Institutions
Individuals and Social: Telephone, internet, Labour, Telecommuting
Households (Chat forums etc), e-mail
Institutions Products and Services Products and Services;

Teleshopping, Teleservices e-commerce,EDI
Tele-education, Teleconferencing, e-ma il
Telemedicine ;

Source: Salomon, (2000) Key: EDI, Electronic Data Interchange.

It is in the light of ICT travel, city and mobility interaction that the uses of
Telecommunication in the cities is indeed vital to the effectiveness and efficiency
of city transportation system. In actual fact, the impact of ICT has a wide and
varied social, economic and spatial influence not only on the development of a
city but also on the city transportation systems. Moreover, having leT will no
doubt enhance the efficiency of the existing transport network. Unfortunately,
Nigeria and many other developing countries have thought of ICT as another
unworthy investment. For instance, before 2001., the advent of GSM, the
telephone per 100 people in Nigeria was about 0.2 percent. This is in contrast to
68 and 86 for Netherlands and US respectively.

Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir, my distinguished audience, perhaps one of the greatest
things that can ever happen to this country, not only in the Telecommunication
sector but also in city travels-behaviour studies, is the adoption of the GSM in the
Nigerian environment: We actually need not go into how functionally efficient the
nascent GSM system in Nigeria is (some carriers do not have services during the
rain; while interconnectivity between land line andGSM is very difficult). The fact
remains that within the past one year, about 1.1 million lines (MTN, ECONET, and
NITEL) have been introduced to the network. Again, we need not be' bothered
about the cost of acquisition, and subscription cost per minute, a cost that can be
justified and supported by a per capita income that is the highest in the world.
What is more important to city transport researcher is accessibility and
functionality as their use has an impact on the level of interaction between and
among transport users and overall city travel demand. Ironically, the existing
GSM operators through the act of greed have more subscribers thfil the network
can cope with, thereby making the functionality of the system to be low despite
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high local call Charges per minute .

The point is, the large number of subscribers have led to more access to greater
number of people in cities thereby enhancing the city transportation system and
generation of more trips. Nevertheless, the total number of people having access
to Telecommunication is still considerably low, considering the fact that 81
percent of the present subscribers to GSM have existing but erratic landlines. The
conclusion that can be drawn from ICT and city travel interaction is that, the ICT
should not be viewed as mere technology but through the impact that it could
have on the transport system and substitution of undesirable city trips.
Personally, I will continue to advocate ICT simply as a process and technology
that enhances city transportation and efficiency of the system. However, through
ICT-travel application, the city development and the environment can be
sustained, the travel pattern of the people can be modified, and more importantly,
interaction between people and businesses can be enhanced. Indeed
information exchange inherent in ICT applications would minimise traffic delays
and congestions, prevent crime and enhance apprehension of offenders, ease
transaction of money and reduce the nuisance of bullion vans, speedy
evacuation of accident victims, and enhance monitoring of traffic and diversion to
less congested areas. The overall gain is improving the developmental process
of the city.

Mind you, there is still no effective substitute for the land line telephone, which
provides for greater access to larger proportion of the members of households
and the majority of the urban poor. Mobile telephoning also constitutes certain
aspects of city nuisance arising from mobility of individuals. It has indeed
contributed in no small measure to the rate of accidents in metropolitan areas. It is
no wonder that the GSM has been given all sorts of names including: General
Street Madness (imagine eight out of ten people-capacity elevator (lift)
conversing using individual handsets or four sets ringing at the same time during
a silent prayer in the Church); Go Spend Money and Government Systematic-
instal mental Murder (based on the fact that with a functional handset the
minimum you can spend in a month is N3,000). The author's survey in the nine
Nigerian cities suggests the estimate is N7,000 per month. When this cost is
added to the normal intra-city transport cost of about N6,000 per month, and
maintenance cost of N6,000 for private car user, an average city resident
expends about N19,000 (nineteen thousand Naira only) as mobility or interaction
cost per month. This represents about 40 per cent of the monthly income of an
average Nigerian. This no doubt is not sustainable. The impact ofthese expenses
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on poverty, savings and overall development of the city from the individual
perspective is better imagined. It is on the basis of this escalating cost of city
transportation and interaction that recent thoughts lead to sustainable
transportation strategies for the developing countries. I shall come to this shortly.

Nevertheless, ICT is vital to the provision of information to operation of transport
services and efficiency of the transport systems. The impact of information
systems through ICT on travel demand and transport system performance now
forms the frontier of transport systems analysis, the basis of which are Transport
Information Systems (TIS) and Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS). The purpose
of these systems is to inform, monitor, control or charge the travellers or to
provide them with travel related services" (Bonsall, 2001:482).

ITS and TlS influence the travel-related decision of individuals, through available
information, such as departure time, mode of travel, route, choice of destination
and so on. In this way individuals and firms have improved understanding about
the changes in route plan and choice of modes and thus able to act in a more
efficient and effective way., The process of transport planning has, therefore,
become Simplified through the range of models in ITS and TIS. What has
become the basic environment in this process is GIS (Geographical Information
Systems) that support visualization of traffic flows on networks, analysis of traffic
and safety data by location and time, analysis of individual routes and depots and
vehicle navigation and commercial vehicle dispatch. Indeed, ICT and related
systems GIS, ITS and TIS have facilitated the "shift away from map-based long-
range comprehensive planning toward short range sectoral planning ... which
makes planning agencies to develop an information service strategy to broker
among competing interests" (Dueker and Ton, 2000: 264).

Using the ITS improves "the link between infrastructure, the vehicles, and the
users to make individual component models and the transport system as a whole ~'I_"
work more efficiently and effectively within the context of wider transport, urban l!.
and regional development, economy and environmental policies" (Taylor,
2001:461).

In short, telecommunication contacts are a complement to spatial interaction and
motion in the cities. The adequacy or availability of information can increase the
potential efficiency of organizations and in fact that of individuals in business
transaction which in the process may require generation of additional trips
(Oyesiku, 1996b; Oyesiku and Obadimeji, 1998).
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v. MOTIONS WITHIN MOTION: THE OTHER SIDE OF CITIES

IN MOTION

Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir, my distinguished audience, cities all over the world have
their peculiarities, particularly in terms of the physical structure, culture, nature
and types of transportation systems. In all my years oftravelling, to over 400 cities
in over 50 countries in different parts ofthe world in the past 12 years, I have found
the concept of motion in developing countries more attractive. This concept
arises from what commuters, drivers, motorists and pedestrians experience in
their day-to-day city trips. These are two types: (i) activities within public transport
and (ii) captions by the side, at the back and in the front of many vehicles in th-:.e
cities. ~

With respect to the former, a trip in the public transport is that of uncertainty in
terms of not having an idea of who sits by you and who will be the guest preacher
during the few hours of trip. Specifically, public transports are a complex of
activities made up of religious preachers, orthodox and traditional drug sellers,
and sometimes corporate beggars. Sometimes, you cannot but be amused at the
content of the message by the guest speaker in the bus or how abusive and
unhealthy a drug-marketing clerk could be. Some of the activities just make
passengers and commuters either laugh in amusement or engage in unhealthy
debates and arguments, which sometimes end up in physical fights, whereas
they are not the originator of or the passenger who directly started the issue
leading to the fight or the argument. You cannot but have some parts of your body
in motion, either through your cheeks, your eyes, your hands, your lungs and
sometimes your legs.

Let me share this experience. Sometime early 2001 as part of my data collection
for this inaugural lecture, I decided to join the public transport to collect
information first hand, and also seize the opportunity to expose my children to
public transport usage in Lagos. I therefore parked my car at Apapa, boarded a
public bus and later joined the Apapa- Marina Ferry. The first experience we had
was to miss the first five buses going in our route, because we could not cope With
the pace of rushing into buses and because of our inability to get into the bus on
motion (I can do that having grown up in Lagos Island, but my kids unfortunately
cannot _ butter!). When eventually we settled for one, the young woman about
three spaces away from us, had her top blouse already torn, due to an attempted

5
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theft of her neck-lace. The blouse was so badly torn that the front and back were
shared by the two petty thieves, and of course the woman was half-naked. It took
the kind gesture of a commuter to offer her a topcoat throughout the trip. But that
is not the story. The old man ~ho offered her hiS ~oat was verbally assaulted for
not allowing the younger men In the bus to appreciate God's "natural work" on the
woman as a result of the torn away blouse.

By the time we got into the ferry, some few minutes after we left the quay side, a
oung man neatly dressed stood up to advertise a product. As part of his

~reamble ID ~is mission, he asked passengers to close their eyes and pray,
though most passengers did not for fear of uncertainty. After this he asked all of us
to guess who he was and the possible important places he could be working.
Surprising to us and to the amusement of all passengers, a younger man replied
that he looked like someone working for the Nigerian Railway Corporation.
This was a tne that railway workers and pensioners had not been paid for over
seven monffrs. and many pensioners collapsed While queuing for identification.
The reply of the passenger drew the irk of the prOduct advertiser and s$f./erwho .
not only felt that as neatly dressed as he was, he could be likened to an unpaid
worker and a Nigerian Railway Corporation worker for that matter. It was laughter,
debate and argument throughout the twenty minutes trip.

Another encounter that makes people laugh or cause their bodies to vibrate in
motion is all sorts of captions, written on the bodies of vehicles (I do not refer to
stickers). The commercial vehicles are known for this. Many captions betray the
drivers and the occupants of the vehicles, While many words of the captions are
not only wrongly spelt but also evoke some meanings that are amusing. The
following are a few examples: No money no friend; ."Man no bi man until he see
trouble"; "There is nothing in this world to work or suffer for"; "The work of a man
does not make him rich"; "Be ready to go heaven now ... Seeing my children's
children is my portion", "every problem has expiry date", "no justice is higher than
conscience", Allah ya dauke wahala", etc.

VI. PUBLIC INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSE

Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir, my distinguished aUdience, governmel,( responses to
challenges of the transport dilemma and city planning pattern can best be
described as "fire brigade', reactive, and short-lived rather than systematic,
proactive, research- and study-based and innovative. The governments often
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recognise mobility problems and are never short of ill-motivated ideas of
investment. Table 18 shows the trend of investment in recent time. The road
transport that accounts for more than 90% of passengers and freight movement
still dominates government capital allocation and investments. This is to the
neglect of more sustainable and city massive population responsive transport
demand mode, the massive investment notwithstanding.

Filani's (2000:38) outstanding work in 1989 on city mobility crisis remarked that:

"despite achievements, the sector is still confronted with many problems
which include among many others: inadequate planning, lack of
intermodal coordination, insufficient public transport to cope with rising
demand, urban traffic congestion, neglect of rurel-to-rurel and farm-to-
village transport linkages".

Table 18: Federal Government transport sectoral allocation
1990 -1999 rolling plan period

Plan Roads Rail Water Air Total Allocation
Period % % % % (in Millions)
90-92 70.14 14.03 7.24 8.60 2210.000
91-93 52.42 12.95 '19.41 15.22 2695.428
93-95 59.65 6.23 15.91 18.21 8379.446
94-95 56.67 1.33 22.92 19.09 6017.250
96-98 40.23 42.16 15.98 1.62 28491.420
97-99 32.03 32.93 26.19 8.86 52,810.162
Average 51.86 18.27 17.94 .11.93
Source: Tot I sum extracted from Rollin~ Plans 1 90-199 .

World Bank (1990) puts it blunt that the government responses "have barely
scratched the surface of the problem and the crisis is continuing to deepen", the
Federal Urban Mass Transit Programme (FUMTP) a very laudable achie-
vements, notwithstanding.

.The efforts of the state governments follow that of the federal government. Some
laudable attempts have been short lived due to government instability and the
greed to steal public funds. Adenle (2000: 124) remarked that:

"many millionaire cities like Lagos depend on efficient heavy passenger
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guide-way commuter rail system for their socio-economic,. cultural and
recreational survival. Forexample, London Underground Limited (LUL) IS a
wholly owned subsidiary of London Region~/. Transport: the statutory body
responsible to the UK mov~n1ent for the I?rovls/on of public transport services
by bus and underground railway opened In 1863 and the first world's first deep
level electric railway opening 1890 ... Together, these assets support some
800 million passenger journeys (in 1994/95), using 4134 rolling stock cars and
employ some 15,500 employees. Sadly, 136 years after the first metro in
London, no city in Nigeria can boast of any metroline system. Whereas
billions of petrol dollar have brazenly been stolen by some leaders of this
nation thus depriving the nation of vital infrastructures that would have served
as catalysts for our economic transformation".

Mention must be made of the recent efforts by the Lagos State government
through its traffic management agencies to bring sanity back on Lagos roads.
Many local governments have also deployed traffic officers to the roads but only
to collect toll and revenue for their governments. It remains an irony that the level
of government (i.e. local government) that has two-thirds (2/3) of the total length
of roads in Nigeria has the least fiscal and human resources to construct,
rehabilitate and maintain roads and access .. Indeed the situation can be
described as a nation without a transport policy, urban transport policy or even
urban development policy. So far what we have are mere un-guarded policy
statements in budgets or at public events. There are no well-articulated debates
and carefully presented policies. Yet experienced and knowledgeable transport
researchers and technocrats, as well as city planners abound in the country,
many of who now make their services available for other countries.

The role of the universities is to conduct in-depth research into all our mobility
problems and other issues. Government is more concerned with adhoc survey
rather than full scale ones through which many more discovery could be made.
Governments have neglected research and indeed the universities due primarily
to poor funding and inadequate infrastructure. The industry and private sector
are to use our findings and equipments developed. In Nigeria, the reverse is the
case. We teach and leave the students to learn the other crucial aspects of
university education. The situation in the state universities is qeDlorable. Imagine
a university that has 15 buildings and the state government has only just one. The
state of the roads, the first welcoming impression to research environment, is
earth-surfaced till now, six years on the permanent site. The laboratories are
empty of reagents.
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Though good university education, on which useful researches is based is the
responsibility of government and the private sector, the private sector might be
lagging because the government is shying away from its primary responsibility.
Nevertheless, I belong to the group of scholars who do not believe in "siddon look"
or "let it go back if government is irresponsible". This is why I have devoted so
much of my time and energy in the past six years to solicit for private sector
assistance in the development of my university's transport research and
education at the postgraduate level. Through this effort alone a ~~0rl2i~9n
Centre for Transport Studies complex was built within three years and I~ alrea~~
in use. . I,'" ,

~ITHECHALLENGESAHEAD 1:'5 aT
w.,o·::}~ 61j'1e::J

Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir, my distinguished audience, the focus of this ·let{~:ftHNe
dynamism of city development and the fulcrum of transport systems in ensuring
that we have a functionally efficient city through better transport services. As we
have noted, mobility and movement are from birth and physical movement will 9:8
on till we get to the grave. It is therefore important to begin to relate the problems
of transportation systems and their network to the highlighted theoretical
construct developed earlier. The city is likened to the human being that must have
a continuous circulation of blood in well planned passages in its system. This is
true of the transport system in a well planned city. In my country, even from the
emergence to the extinction our cities and their mobility systems remain
unplanned. From womb (when we are born) to tomb, it is persistent struggle in a
disorderly city system. The standard streets or roads that have been encroached
upon by tradil:'Jg, car parks and garages, garbage and solid waste (Oyesiku,
1995a), business and commercial activities, security agencies, and so on are lik~
the arteries of the blood vessels narrowed by cholesterol and other forms of
diseases.

In a way, such a physical human being would have stress, hypertension and
eventual stroke. Similarly, the city with low vehicular and traffic flow capacity,
inefficient road network would give stress to motorists, residents and the out~ome
of which is an unhealthy living (Oyesiku, 2001). Our cities are medically
hypertensive and you can imagine the fate of the dwellers. Indeed going by the
characteristics of physical movement in the cities, it is clear that the system is not
sustainable. What is it to be done, now that many cities in third world countries ar~
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stressful and paralysed due to inefficient and un-functional city transportation?
This is what is discussed in the next section.

There are two broad categories of propositions to redress the identified
constraints to constant accelerated motion in the cities, at least while we are
living: (1) sustainable transport systems strategies along with sustainable city
development strategies; and (2) development process oriented strategies.

(i) Sustainable Transport Systems and City Development Strategies
In orderfo have economic growth and welfare development that is sustainable,
there must be effective interaction among the various sectors of the city life
thr.oug~ transport system that is safe, efficient, cost effective, and comfortable.
To achieve this long-term goal of city development, transport issues must take a
centre sIage: to fulfil its economic and social functions. The awareness of
sqstainableuuban development in the developed countries is well known and the
rQ)eof transport in achievinq the goals of sustainable city development in these
obul1triesis also well researched (CEC 1992; Nijkamp and Perrels 1995;
rfJjkamp, 1994). However, transport issues relating to healthy and sustainable
city development in the developing countries, particularly in Africa are still not well
appreciated by many. This section of the lecture highlights the need for
sustainable mobility in the cities in developing countries in general and Nigeria in
particular.

Sustainable Transport Systems Policy Measures. The conventional
strategies of policy perspective of sustainable transportation are in two
directions: (a) road pricing in form of tolls to finance improvement in the
technology, roads infrastructure and reduce congestion to a tolerable limit; and
(b) user charges to cover investment in new public transport and to compensate
for external cost of the use of transport. The extent to which these policy
strategies have worked even in the developed countries is still being debated.
Lack of consensus on the effectiveness of this polity thrust is to the extent that
external costs are difficult to measure and the impact of the use of transport
affects everybody. Nevertheless, the extent to which various modes of transport
have impact on the environment including the population is not in doubt. /The rail
network has the smallest impact on the two significant aspects of the use of
transport, that is, the soil and the health of the people. The road, though most
suitable for door-to-door access, is also the most vulnerable and has a high
propensity to malfunction as rare events like collapsing bridges as well as
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everyday incidents such as accidents and closure due to maintenance have
reduced the capacity of the traffic system, some times resulting in unimaginable
consequences (Berdica, 2002) ..

In the light of the impact of different modes of transport on the immediate
environment of the population, the policy strategies should be towards
harnessing the mode that holds a lot of potential for easing city transportation
problems, that does not pollute as such and takes limited space and provides a
great deal of flexibility (Oyesiku, 1999a). Such mode of transportation that
improves the energy performance of transportation systems and moves the mass
of the people in several directions at the same time should be the focus for
sustainable development in the intermediate cities. Two of such environmentally
sustainable related policies are: to encourage the use of bicycles rather than
automobiles; and revitalisation of the rail system and development of rapid and
light rail systems in the intermediate cities. The policy strategies aiming at a
sustainable city transportation system must be in these two directions. These
modes of city transportation are less dependent on fuel, have a short run effect on
the environment and have long-range mobility sustainability.

Promotion of Non-Motorised Transport. As at present, the use of bicycles is
limited to rural areas and within private compounds. The use of bicycles has two
major constraints: (a) cultural and social; and (b) infrastructural. The cultural and
social dimension is inherent in peoples' perception that those using bicycles are
poor and belong to the low level o.fthe social and economic strata. The use of car
has been considered to be an "ultimate" in the socio-economic environment of the
country and so everybody aspires to own a car, if only to indicate arrival into the
middle or upper socio-economic class. If you have a car and still rides a bicycle,
then you are considered insane in Nigeria. (I was once told to seeK hospital
advise for riding a bicycle despite having three cars at home).

As such any policy thrust that advocates the use of bicycles no matter the myriad
of city transportation problems is seen as backwardness rather than
progressiveness. An attempt by the country's Minister of Transport to launch the
culture of bicycle riding in cities sometime in 2001 was a colossal failure not only
because five cars were in his entourage but also because he portrayed bicycle
riding as an elite concept.

The infrastructural dimension of the use of bicycles in the intermediate cities is
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based on the pattern, design, construction and alignment of the existing road
networks, that are not suitable for bicycle riding (Oyesiku, 2000a; 2001). Many
streets are narrow with poor side shoulders and no walkways. Many more are in
poor conditions (see Tables 12 and 13) making motorists to avoid them, which
pose a danger and accident risk to cyclists. In a number of intermediate cities,
substantial parts of road network have steep gradients, making it difficult for
bicycle riding.

The constraints notwithstanding, a good policy strategy is to promote and
encourage non-motorised modes of transport through a broadly and boldly
articulated support for the use of bicycles and supported by infrastructural
provision. When these are put inplace some other demand and supply oriented
policies must be advanced to complement the bicycle ridership culture policy. We
must be mindful of the fact that the propensity to walk or cycle is greatly influenced
by the nature and pattern ofthe planning ofthe cities and the design of right of way
for vehicles and other forms of mobility.

At this point, I wish to take a stand on the debate to ban 'okada' as mode of public
transport in cities. What should first come to our mind are the factors of their
emergence. As long as these factors are contemporary, we do not have a choice.
Do we have alternative to them when our roads are bad, many areas un-
accessible by conventional public transport, access to and cost of maintenance
of private vehicles are still very high, no regulation of entry and routing of public
transport systems? Banning them would leave greater number of Nigerians
immobile. Their operation and service should be regulated and monitored to
make them safer. In the alternative mass public transport systems should be
provided and the para-transit ones improved as highlighted in what follows.

Development of High-Occupancy Public Transport. Development of intra-city
light rail transport and revitalisation of the existing rail system for mass
transportation of city residents is perhaps the most germane towards sustainable
transportation development in Nigeria. It is worthy of note that the present rail
network of the old gauge system passes through less than 10 percent of all
Nigerian cities. The system originally designed for regional and intercity long
distance travels is a single track with steep gradient and many curves. Indeed, it
is extremely slow for the contemporary fast city activities and at the sarm time
has a limited coverage regionally and within the cities on its network. The rail
system transport policies are expected to modernise the existing network
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towards meeting the basic intra-city travel needs of the people. This is short of
calling for the development of new rail system in Nigerian cities.

However, the type of system envisaged is that of the light rail that the present
nation's economy can easily support. In the long run the fast metro-rail system is
most inevitable particularly in the large metropolitan cities of the country. The
constraints to the incorporation of the modern light rapid rail system into existing
intermediate and large metropolitan cities of the country is simply that of the
displacement of homes and commercial buildings that would give way to the right
of way of the modern rail line. Obviously this would be short-term inconvenience
for long-term benefits.

Complementary Policy Measures. A complementary policy strategy must
comprise a broad set of measures that will improve the quantity and quality of the
public transport system. Better co-ordination and management of the existing
transportation modes as part of the development of the public transport should be
a major focus of government attention. The present practice where the public
transport is highly derequlated and lacks meaningful control of entry and
operation requires a policy strategy that should be to establish city wide
transportation authority for the purpose of co-ordination, management and
control rather than direct provisions of vehicles and involvement in the provision
of public transport services (Oyesiku, 1997b; 1998a). The public service
approach to management of public transportation has failed as the operating
costs are never covered and buses continue to depreciate yet government
operators charge the same fares as those of private operators.

In addition, effective maintenance of the existing road network to improve the
surface condition and connectivity is imperative. This policy measure must also
be complemented by some user charges such as regulatory or prohibitive
measures of parking within the commercial areas, higher taxes for vehicle
licenses and renewal of the existing fleet and co-ordination of user charges as in
other densely populated cities ofthe world (Willoughby, 2001).

An often-neglected aspect of causes of traffic congestion and associated
. transport problems in the cities is lack of control of spatial location of activities.
This particular deficiency in the overall physical planning of the cities has caused
long hours of journey to work. To ensure good co-ordination between transport
and land use, physical development policy must be designed to fully enforce
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land-use and physical planning regulations and effective development control of
various land-uses (without exception of the government agencies and religious
organisations)(Oyesiku, 1994a; 1998c). In addition, localisation of urban
development policies should be planned to accommodate variability of the local
conditions and pertinent development activities of the cities. The development
policy guidelines should ensure redistribution of human activities and provision of
guidelines for emerging urban settlements that are sprawling in all direction of the
cities.

Moreova;, Wr6rre must be a new orientation to planning human settlements in the
country. The approach must be strategic with a view to making planning
amenable to basic management function involving development and initiation of
programme, resource allocation and programme evaluation. Perhaps the
starting point is to ensure that urban policies and programmes are participatory
basedonc:mrauJtation with variety of groups and stakeholders (Oyesiku, 2000a).
This rnustbe followed by environmental scanning of urban policies and issues,
which can assist the Boards and Commission and local authorities in their
activities. Of course, plans must be very short ranged and dynamic. The
planners must be willing to modify and change plan as new challenges emerge,
but subject to the vision for the cities. The new strategic planning process
synchronised with city consultation process combines organisational planning
with the physical planning process, thus ensuring that planners are managers of
the cities. .

11.Development Process Strateqies
Most of the issues relating to inappropriate land use, poor and inept law
enforcement, deliberate poor design and construction of roads, poor state of
roads, misuse and abuse of roads and vehicles are all related to one thing: our
state of mind and consequently state of development. This is development issue
that more than anything else must be first addressed if we are to have accelerated
development and if at all infrastructure and services are to ever work. It must be
clear to all that our mind and state of development have nothing to do with our
race being black or our religions or our location in the world being Africa. It is a
combination of complexities that have to do with greed, intolerance, deceit,
insincerity, sentiment, and lack of the will to do what is good and appropriate.
Central to these is our value system.

The development of any nation depends on appropriate value systems, well-
\
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articulated governance systems and positive development strategies. To
redress some of the tangential development problems affecting transportation,
there must be re-orientation and change of our value system in this country. The
country is corrupt, the people are greedy, meritocracy has been sacrificed for
mediocrity; little attention has been paid to the real development of the society
and its environment, while the nation, particularly the leadership is becoming
more pretentious and sycophantic putting ethnicity and religion as cover. Indeed,
what has changed in the governance of this country is the people who are in
charge of the governance; the system has remained the same. All they have
accused the military of are also perpetrated and sustained by the civil
administration. We have experienced open display of ill gotten wealth by those in
administration at all levels. Corruption is at its highest ebb, visibly observed
everywhere. With these, one then asks, how can we develop? How can we be
orderly or maintain discipline? How do people comply with rules and regulations
when you can bribe your way out of every situation? The governments
continuously preach the need for good governance, democracy and
accountability, and poverty alleviation, yet the governments perpetuate
disorderliness and are highly insensitive to the needs of the people.

It is a known fact that the country is the most disorderly nation and most corrupt in
the world. It is also the dirtiest, noisiest, most ostentatious and dishonest in the
community of nations. Every aspect of the governance is another "Owa nbe"
gathering, accompanied by jollity, drinking and spending of public money. A
country that is the sixth largest producer of oil in the world that is now becoming
increasingly poor and could not respond to the misfortune of the people as in the
case of the recent bomb blast, killing of 1000 people and rendering 20,000 people
homeless. The campaign to get rid of corruption is like advocating a coup or
walking one into an exile. The governance is simply merry making. Those in
government still depend heavily on foreign experts and consultants as well as
imported goods, services, luxurious cars, and lavish homes to the detriment of
impoverish local university researchers (including me), businessmen and
farmers. The foreign aid is just lik'e lining the pockets of those in government and
the political elite to the extent that ordinary people see very little of it. The
universities and research institutes have little share of it (Leslie, 2002:20). The
preference for foreign experts by governments in Nigerian is strictly a business
affair rather than for technical know how and skill. For governments, consultation
with and interview of experts in one or two trips abroad, late arrival of experts in
another trip, post project reports require another trip and touow-up on the reports
is yet another trip. All these are with estacode. Why then should my government
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that has spent little on me look for a local researcher in Ago-Iwoye where the cost
of contacts and follow-up is less than $20? This point only reinforces the
philosophy of Nigerian government: government of money by money, for money
in the interest of money

MrVice Chancellor Sir, my distinguished audience, we need not be reminded that
in 1960s, Nigeria had a GDP twice higher than those Malaysia, Singapore,
Indonesia and Mexico. The country that witnessed tremendous growth and
development in the world is now awash with shanty towns, with our babies dying
every five (5) minutes while these other countries are busy producing computers,
manufacturing air conditioners, and nurturing industries which export high grade
goods to all over the world. Sometimes, in our pretensions, we blame
colonialism, long rule of military as if these other countries never shared the same
developmental pattern.

We are responsible for whatever misfortunes we are experiencing. We do not
manufacture over 90 percent of what we consume, yet many in the governments
export over 90 percent of what they earn locally or what they have unjustly
gathered as capital flight abroad: Yet, they continue to impress it on all that the
situation we find ourselves is our destiny and an act of God. Not surprisingly
therefore, the level of corruption is high and on the increase, while at the same
time, we have increase in number ·of churches and mosques everywhere.
Recent survey shows that factories are being closed down, leading to loss of jobs
and legitimate income, but ironically, churches are taking over the closed
factories and business sites, further congesting the industrial and residential
neighbourhoods, and sometimes constituting a nuisance to the residence by
non-compliance with traffic rules and regulations, city planning, development
control regulations and simple etiquettes of civility. Of course you dare not raise
serious objection as you would be labelled an Islamic Organisation Conference
member (1OC), anti-Christ, Satanic servant or even the Lucifer himself. Makinde
(2000) earlier noted that far back in 1996 he "carried out a survey of Ogba and
Oregun industrial estate in Ikeja, Lagos state. Twenty (20) factories had
completely closed down. Of these, thirteen of them had been turned into
Pentecostal churches, employing 5 10 church workers each as against
thousands working in these factories before. How much does a church put into
the national economy directly or indirectly?"

In a way, we are just full of deceit, as some are making money from others, leaving
\
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the main tenets of religion and putting all blames on the Almighty God. In fact,
everything that happens in Nigeria is the will of God, giving the impression that
God is unjust and wicked. In this country as in many developing countries, we are
our undoing. We created and sustain the problems that working against a better
living forthe majority.

It is interesting to note that many of those who are in governance and
administration (past and present) at the national, state and local levels have been
to many developed and advanced countries of the world. They have seen and
appreciated well-planned cities, functional transportation systems and an orderly

nd well co-ordinated society. Unfortunately, they often leave every bit of good
things they have learnt about development, patriotism and nationalism on their
seat in the aircraft and come home to pursue the policy of greed, self-
aggrandisement and personal enrichment. These are the same people who
keep vigil at churches, have endowed Islamic activities and taken front seats at
regular religious services. Indeed, the Almighty God must be patient but
definitely not a Nigerian. The leadership and the governed lack commitment to
real development. Nigerians do not lack ideas to turn around things or short of
any that could make things better. We are in every part of the world, mostly
contributing to technical and scientific manpower development of great countries
in the world. Within the country, the real issue is not that the problems of every
sector of life are not well diagnosed and known. Moreover, what to be done as
solutions to most problems are also known. How to go about the solutions to the
problems are well known, but we are resolute not to solve the problems. We just
lack the WILL to make things better for the society as a whole, but we keep
serving individuals and relatively few others. Better nations of the world do the
reverse. Let us draw two examples from our recent past.

One is from the presidential election in 1999 in which two candidates emerged
from three political parties. The two candidates were from the same ethnic and
ribal section of the country. Some people just resolved to give that section of the

country a shot at the presidency, not that they did not have candidates of their
choice or that they were just fools. They were only resolute to allow peace,
tolerance and fairness to reign in the overall interest of the nation. The second
example is the 27'hJanuary 2002 bomb blast in Lagos. Within a year or so to the
D-day, four letters had been written by the Commandant on the need to dispose of
the unserviceable ammunition and to decongest the ATD (Ammunition Transit
Depot). Three of these letters were written two months before the disaster (The
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News, 25'h Feb. 2002: 25). All these were ignored due to lack of will to do what is
right and at the right time for the greater interest of the people. Again the Will of
God was blamed.

The fundamental problem in the highlighted mobility cnsis in the city is
development process issue. We must address the basis of our development, we
must focus on the extent of the city poverty and institute deliberate public or
government intervention through reordering of apparatus for the development of
the society. We must focus on the development indicators that would turn around
the fortune of the nation through industrialization, improvement of skills, literacy
and creativity of the people (Mabogunje, 1980). The focus of development must "
start with the people, their orientation, their value systems, their culture and their
outlook towards each other. As Sears (1969 cited in Mabogunje 1980: 35)
conceived of development as the condition in which the people can feed well,
have jobs, and have reduced inequalities in income, the emphasis in
contemporary development issues is orientation of consumption pattern that will
be commensurate with the production capacity and extent, accompanied by
institutional capacity for meeting our demands and supply needs. Development is
beyond mere economic growth, individual wealth and well being, as well. as
availability of productive infrastructure such as building of schools, hospitals,
roads, houses, recreational facilities,. but to the quality of all these that could
transform and modernise the output of the services to confront and resolve the
major issues affecting the livelihood ofthe people.

It is unthinkable that in the 21s
' Century many Nigerians could still be using

hurricane lantern to read at nights (the ALADIN age) and yet the best cars in the
world abound in our cities. We buy, borrow and hire the best of materials from
developed Western countries, yet we do not get concerned about how and why
they got to where they are. We love pleasure even within and around most
unpleasant and dirty environment, yet we shy away from hard work, sincerity of
purpose, nationalism and dedication to service. Patriotism and nationalism, as i

far as we are concerned is to the-shelves, yet the love and care for each other is
secondary.

Development is not only economic growth, modernization, distributive justice and
socio-economic transformation of the society but also, and more importantly, how
the space for living, working, recreation, leisure, business, schooling, religions,
and others is efficiently organised and planned (Mabogunje, 1980). Using
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Mabogunje's analogy, it is this convoluted relation between the pattern of city
planning as defined by the forms of spatial organisation and the way the people
are able to interact (move from one place to another within the transport systems)
that provides the raison d'etre for this lecture.

In other words, it is not the number of expensive cars on the highways or the
quality of clothes that we wear that is a realistic indicator of the quality of our living,
rather it is the quality of our road network that would ensure sustainable use of the
expensive cars as well as functional buildings that are accessible to all. Physical
and social accessibility to public goods and services is part of socio-economic
transformation that is foremost in development process and bridging the gap
between those who have and the have-nets is a function of accessibility to the
goods and services by all. Thus, the appropriate development strategies are to
target the urban poor and narrow the gap between the rich and the poor through
employment opportunities affordable housing and least cost transport systems,
all of which the city, acting as growth poles and industrial complexes ,can
effectively perform.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Mr. Vice-Chancellor Sir, my distinguished audience, in this lecture we have
highlighted the fact that what happens between the womb and tomb is motion and
its passage; that is movement and transportation and the environment we live,
both of which are central to our own life. Our points of origin and destination,
particularly the former within which we are not conscious and cannot influence or
determine, are places we must pass through. What is paramount is that we
should take good care of what we can handle so well, which is where we live,
work, recreate, worship, play etc. Doing this requires that we plan physically,
economically, politically and socially. Of course we need to interact to ensure
better living and improved well-being which is achieved by overcoming the friction
of distance through a better transport and economic system, a system that would
ensure better utilisation of infrastructure, improved traffic flow, enhanced safety
and minimise the impact of development on environment. Thus, planning and
transport become synonymous as transport becomes the means of ensuring
effective interaction and planning becomes the process of achieving effective
interaction and better living. In a way, physical planning and transport systems
planning are inseparably interrelated.
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However, the central element or un.it that would e~su~e the realisation of
objectives of effective planning and efficient tr~nsport~tlon ISthe. people and the
f of spatial interaction. They must be considered right from birth to the grave.
;~~;smust be planned for, planned with, and provided wit~ basic infrastructure
and services through effective planning so that they can think well, live well and
die well. The inability of th~ struct~~es and apparatus ~oncern~d to do this leads
to the myriads of problems In the cities and thel~ pervaslve.ness In the Third World.
With s~· cific reference to Nigeria, most cities remain unplanned and the
transpG>..scene vert. chaotic b~cause there is no order !n the civil society. We do
things, t e way we like. No nation can truly develop without an order achieved
through planning for the physical environment, particularly in its transportation
services. We must plan for planning and such process must be participatory and
with sincerity. In the words of Munby (1968:7) "there is no escape from transport",
and well amplified, "mobility and transport in some form is a fundamental part of
the d?:iilyrhythm of life (Hoyle, 1973:9). Like a roller in the ocean, life and the cities
are in a motion and so, move on.

Thank you and God bless Nigeria.
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